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ROYALTY NOTICE

"YOUNG LINCOLN"

Especial notice should be taken that the possession of

this book without a valid contract for production first

having been obtained from the publishers, confers no

right or license to professionals or amateurs to produce

the play publicly or in private for gain or charity.

In its present form this play is dedicated to the read-

ing public only, and no performance, representation, re-

citation, or public reading may be given except by spe-

cial arrangement with "The Northwestern Press, 2200

Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota."

This play may be presented by amateurs upon pay-

ment of a royalty of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) for

each performance, payable to "The Northwestern Press,

2200 Park Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota," one week
before the date on which the play is given.

Whenever the play is produced the following notice

must appear on all programs, printing and advertising

for the play: "Produced by special arrangement with
The Northwestern Press, Minneapolis, Minnesota."

Attention is called to the penalty provided by law for

any infringement of the author's or owner's rights, as

follows:

"Sec. 4866: Any person publicly performing or repre-

senting any dramatic or musical composition for which

copyright has been obtained, without the consent of the

proprietor of said dramatic or musical composition, or

his heirs or assigns, shall be liable for damages therefor,

such damages in all cases to be assessed at such sum,

not less than one hundred dollars for the first and fifty

dollars for every subsequent performance, as to the

court shall appear to be just. If the unlawful perform-
ance and representation be wilful and for profit, such
person or persons shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction shall be imprisoned for a period not ex-

ceeding one year."—U. S. Revised Statutes, Title 60,

Chapter 3.
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of

America's best beloved and most heroic figure,
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A LETTER FROM THE AUTHOR
TO MY MANY FRIENDS IN THE AMATEUR

THEATRE.
As a boy at school my enthusiasm was kindled by the

history of Abraham Lincoln who became and still is, my
idol ! For he has always represented the great growth of

our nation more than any other hero. That he will endure
as long as America does goes without saying. For years

I have longed to write a play about Lincoln's youth—one
that would present him as a flesh and blood figure, a

play that would show all of the hardships and privations

he endured and that would give some idea of his dry
sense of humor.
Most of the scenes in this play are absolutely authentic

although I have, once or twice, juggled with the chrono-
logical order of things in order to make the play dramati-

cally effective and easy for you to do. I have tried to

write a play that will be an inspirational force for every
American boy and girl and one that will be absorbing to

adults as well.

I think it would be wise to have a note on your pro-

gram requesting the audience to remain seated after the

third act so that they won't leave before the epilogue
starts. Where there are no programs a short announce-
ment might be made before the play starts.

Much credit must be given to The Northwestern Press
for publishing and presenting this work to you. I hope
that the rehearsing and producing of this play will be as

much a labor of love to you as the writing of it was to

me and that you will follow Abraham Lincoln's life and
early beginnings and be as thrilled with them as I was.



CAST OF CHARACTERS
(Nine Women, Seven Men.)

PROLOGUE
Abraham Lincoln as a boy.

Nancy Hanks Lincoln his adoring mother.

Sarah Lincoln his sister.

Auntie Sparrow a mountain woman.

CHARACTERS IN THE PLAY
Abraham Lincoln who needs no introduction.

James Rutledge .... who becomes Lincoln's champion.

Mrs. Rutledge his wife.

Ann Rutledge . .their beautiful and charming daughter.

Martha servant at the Rutledge's.

Mrs. Bennett Able who knows everything.

Mary Owens her visiting niece.

Mattie a young slave girl.

John McNeil who is engaged to Ann.

Sam Hill another suitor for Ann's hand.

Jack Armstrong head of the Clary Grove band.

Malcolm Judd a slave owner.
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

PROLOGUE

The interior of the Lincoln Cabin in Spencer County,
Southern Indiana, the afternoon of October fifth, 1818.

THE PLAY

The entire action of the play takes place in the interior

of Rutledge's Inn at New Salem, Illinois.

ACT ONE:
Thirteen years after the prologue. Late afternoon in

August, 1831.

ACT TWO:
Scene One: Nine months later; afternoon in May,

1832.

Scene Two : Six months later • afternoon in Novem-
ber, 1832.

ACT THREE:
Three years later; late afternoon, August 25, 1935.

EPILOGUE
Four weeks later ; an evening in September.





"YOUNG LINCOLN"

PROLOGUE

Scene: The interior of the Lincoln cabin in Spencer
County, Southern Indiana.

Time: The afternoon of October fifth, 1818.

Description of Setting: Just a small corner of the

room is shown, so that it can be set inside the big set

that stands for the rest of the play. This prologue set

consists of a couple of plain wings lashed together with

a door Right that leads into Nancy's room (interior

backing) and a door Left that leads to the outside and
is the general entrance (exterior backing). A rough
hewn wooden bench against the Left wall and a hand-
made wooden table well down stage and just Right of
Center with three straight backed chairs surrounding
it. The stage is dimly lighted.

At Rise of Curtain : The instant the curtain rises low
moans of pain come from off stage Right just outside

of door. Auntie Sparrow, a short, stout woman in

her middle forties, enters through door Left. She is

the typical mountain type, crude and uneducated. Her
calico house dress is made with a tight basque and a

long, wide flowing skirt. She wears a shawl over her

head in lieu of a hat, has an unlighted corn cob pipe

in her mouth and carries a small package wrapped in

an old cloth. Speaks with a decided Southern drawl.

Auntie Sparrow (As she enters and looks around the

room.) Who's to hum? (Crossing to Center stage; loud-

ly.) Who's to hum?
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Sarah (Off stage; outside of door Right; anxiously.)

Who's there?

Auntie Sparrow (Irately.) Land o' goshen, it's me!
(The low moans of pain are heard again from off Right.

Sarah Lincoln, a medium-sized girl of twelve, enters

door Right. She is dressed in a most primitive fashion,

with a nondescript calico dress, no shoes or stockings, her

hair in a braid down her back. She is slow and lethargic

in her movements.)
Sarah (As she enters and sees Auntie Sparrow;

lazily.) Oh, it's you. Set, won't yuh, Auntie Sparrow?
Auntie Sparrow (Crossing to bench Left and drops

heavily onto it.) Might as well, I reckon. How's your
Maw?
Sarah (Crossing to Center stage just below table.)

Same's usual. Fever's got her purty bad, I reckon. It's

malary.

Auntie Sparrow (Holding up her small bundle;
irately.) I brung her some eggs. Don't know what
things is comin' to. It's gittin' so a person'll have to be
powerful rich to be able to afford eggs. I paid five cents

a dozen for these

!

Sarah (Astonishedly.) All o' that, Auntie Sparrow?
Yuh hadn't oughta been so wasteful.

Auntie Sparrow (Heaving a deep sigh.) Oh well,

we kain't take it with us an' your Maw needs eggs.

("Sarah sits on chair Left of table.) Where's that no
'count Abraham?
Sarah (Evasively.) Why, he's 'round some place, I

reckon.

Auntie Sparrow (Irately.) Humph ! Prob'ly got his

nose stuck in some book. That's all he's good for. That
boy never will 'mount to nuthin'.

Sarah (Protestingly; loyally.) Mammy don't want
Abe to be a backwoodsman all his life, Auntie Sparrow.
She wants him to make somethin' o' hisself.

Auntie Sparrow (Firmly.) People kain't make nuth-
in' o' themselves with their noses stuck in books all the
time. Your Paw never studied no books an' he's got this
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log cabin an* owns a piece o' his own land. Mark my
words, Abe never will 'mount to nuthin' ! (She settles

herself back on the bench.)

Sarah (Straight out front; decisively.) Reckon no-

body's never goin' to keep Abe from readin'. He walked
twelve miles t'other day just to git a book on grammer.
Auntie Sparrow (Derisively.) Waste o' time, I calls

it. I hain't never studied grammer an' I kin talk.

Sarah (Nodding vigorously.) I'll say you kin.

Auntie Sparrow (Firmly.) Tom Lincoln's a smart
head. Where's he at, Sal ?

Sarah. He's over to Blairsville doin' jury dooty.

That's twelve miles away.
Auntie Sparrow (Eagerly.) Ain't your Maw a teeny

weeny bit better, Sal?
Sarah (Worriedly.) You know how this malary gits

one, Auntie Sparrow. She's all right for a spell then her

teeth start chatterin' an' she has a turrible time. (Low
moans of pain are heard again outside of door Right.

Auntie Sparrow and Sarah rise quickly. Sarah speak-

ing anxiously.) That's Maw. Reckon I'd better go see her.

Auntie Sparrow (As she crosses to door Right.) I'll

go. Might be somethin' I kin do for her. CNancy Lin-
coln, a frail woman, thirty-five years of age, enters

slowly door Right. She wears a faded calico wrapper,
with a tattered shawl over it, worn out bedroom slippers

and her hair is drawn straight back from her forehead
and coiled in a knot in the back. She is gentle in manner
and her speech is more delicate than the others. She gives

the impression of breeding and refinement that is far

above her environment.)

Nancy (As she appears in doorway and sees Auntie
Sparrow.,) Auntie Sparrow! It was good of you to

come.

Auntie Sparrow (Placing an arm around Nancy's
waist affectionately.) Land o' Goshen, Nancy, that hain't

nuthin'. Reckon somebody's got to take keer o' you when
you're so sick. (She leads Nancy to chair Right of table

and helps her to sit.) Sure you're well enough to be outa
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bed ? (She stands Right of chair Nancy sits in regarding

the latter anxiously.)

Nancy (Reassuringly.) Oh yes, thank you, Auntie.

I'm all right.

Auntie Sparrow (Fussing over her.) Mebbe so, but

you don't look very pert to me. I been trying to get yuh
a bottle of that pain killer I took last winter. It cured

my rheumatiz, old man Thompson's chilblains, and
Mammy Sparrow's ear-ache ... all out of the same bottle.

(She crosses up to behind table and sits, places bundle

on table and settles back in chair.)

Nancy (Turning to Sarah; anxiously.) Isn't Abra-
ham home yet?

Aunty Sparrow (Severely.) Prob'ly fritterin' his

time away on some book. That boy oughta be made to do
carpenterin' work like his Pappy does.

Nancy (Firmly.) I encourage him to read and study,

Auntie Sparrow. I'm glad he's as he is. No mother could
ask for a better son than Abraham! I want him to . . .

(She pauses abruptly, her teeth chatter violently and she
coughs loudly. Auntie Sparrow and Sarah jump up
quickly. Auntie comes down to Right of chair Nancy
sits on, taking one of Nancy's hands in hers and rubbing
it gently. Sarah regards Nancy anxiously.)

Auntie Sparrow (To Sarah; indignantly.) Don't
stand there gapin', Sal. Fetch some water—and be quick
about it, too. ^Sarah nods, crosses to door Left, and
exits.)

Nancy (Gasping for breath.) I'll be all right. Tom
has promised to bring me some medicine when he comes
back from Blairsville.

Auntie Sparrow (Pointing to bundle on table.) I

fetched you some eggs, Nancy. Paid five cents a dozen
for 'em, too.

Nancy (Greatly impressed.) Five cents ! Why Auntie,
you shouldn't have done that. It's much more than you
can afford

!

Now
Aunt Sparrow (Patting Nancy's hand comfortingly.)
>w don't you go to worryin', Nancy. I'll have just as
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much at the finish. We kain't take our money with us.

("Sarah enters carrying a tin dipper filled with water.

She crosses to below table and hands it to Nancy who
drinks from the dipper with Auntie's help.)

Nancy (After she takes a few sips of the water; grate-

fully.) Thank you, Sarah darling. (To Auntie Spar-
rowJ My children are so good to me.
Auntie Sparrow (Severely.) Why wouldn't they be?

Ain't you the only Mammy they ever had? ("Nancy
places the dipper on the table beside her.)

Lincoln (Off stage, just outside of door Left, singing

loudly.)

"You may bury me in the East,

You may bury me in the West,
And we'll all rise together in the mornin'

!"

Sarah (Jumping up and crossing to above door Left;
excitedly.) Here's Abe now ! (A smile of joy suffuses
Nancy's face. Auntie holds herself stiffly, an irate ex-

pression spreading over her face. Abraham Lincoln
enters door Left. He is ten years of age, exceptionally

tall for his years and because of his height looks older

and so, in this prologue, he may be played by a tall boy

of twelve or thirteen who looks younger. His feet are
encased in homemade moccasins, his breeches are worn
and tattered at the knees, his coat is travel-stained and
old. A woolen scarf is knotted around his neck and an
old slouch hat with holes in it covers his head. He speaks
with a slow drawl that is decidedly fascinating and dis-

plays a fine sense of humor.)
Lincoln (As he enters; warmly.) Mammy ! (He runs

over to Right of chair Nancy sits in, removes his hat
and hugs Nancy affectionately.) Feelin' better, are you?
Nancy (Smiling at him tenderly.) I'm always better

when my boy is home.

Lincoln (Looking up and smiling at Auntie Spar-
row.,) Howdy, Auntie Sparrow. You're lookin' toler-

able.

Auntie Sparrow (Severely.) It's 'cause I alius work
hard an' God helps them what helps themselves.
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Lincoln (Ruefully.) That's what I've always heard

but it didn't work out that way today. I walked fifteen

miles to get a book from Squire Hedges but he wasn't

to home.
Auntie Sparrow (Stiffly.) All that time wasted for

jest a book! ("Sarah sits on bench Left.)

Nancy (Taking Lincoln's hat and looking at it wor-
riedly.) Oh, Abraham, your hat looks dreadful. It's full

of holes and so dirty.

Lincoln (Grinning at her.) I reckon it is more holey

than righteous, Mammy. It used to be grey but now it's

sunburned to a combine o' colors. (He takes the hat and
looks at it ruefully.)

Auntie Sparrow (Severely.) You'd oughta git a

steady job, Abe. What's goin' to become o' you if you
don't?

Lincoln (Facing her; jokingly.) Why don't you know,
Auntie Sparrow ? I'm goin' to be President o' the United
States some o' these days. (He chuckles heartily and
exits door Right taking his hat with him.)
Auntie Sparrow (Derisively.) President o' the United

States ! That ain't no job fer a idle lad.

Sarah (Indignantly.) Abe ain't idle, Auntie Sparrow.
You wouldn't think so if you saw him fellin' trees with
Pappy an' workin' in the fields. ("Lincoln enters door
Right without his hat and carrying a piece of charcoal
and a wooden shovel that is obviously homemade. The
woolen scarf has been removed from around his neck.)

Auntie Sparrow (Rising; bluntly.) You'd better pay
some mind to yer Maw, Abe. She looks 'zac'ly like that

poor Pete Brooner's wife did jest afore she was taken
with the malary.

Lincoln (Crossing to Right of chair Nancy sits in

and taking one of her hands in his.) Soon as Pappy gets

home I'll speak to him about sendin' for a doctor.
Nancy (Protestingly.) No, you mustn't, Abraham. I

don't want a doctor. It's just needless expense. And I

don't want to worry your father.

Auntie Sparrow (To Sarah; commandingly.) Come
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'long an' help me fix yer Maw's bed afore she gits in it

ag'in, Sary. I know yuh don't mind doin' a little work.
(She darts an irate glance at Lincoln as she crosses to

door Right.) Humph! President o' the United States!

Humph ! (She exits. Sarah crosses to door Right and
follows her off.)

Lincoln (Staring ruefully after Auntie Sparrow.,)

What's got into Auntie Sparrow, Mammy? (He starts

to write on his shovel with the piece of charcoal.)

Nancy (Smiling down at him wanly.) She's like a great

many people who have never had any knowledge, Son.

They think anybody who strives to educate themselves is

putting on airs.

Lincoln (Sinking to the floor beside chair Nancy
sits in and lying flat on his stomach, his head toward the

audience.) Puttin' on airs because you fill your mind
with beautiful thoughts? How can that be?
Nancy (Sadly.) Oh, Abraham, I'm so afraid you'll

allow others to make you forget the things I've tried to

teach you . . . after I'm gone.

Lincoln (Jumping up quickly; greatly alarmed.)

Mammy, what are you sayin'?

Nancy (Quietly.) Get back to your writing, Abra-
ham. I want to talk to you quietly.

Lincoln (Heaving a sigh of relief.) That sounds

more like you. (He drops to the floor again, beside

Nancy's chair, lying flat on his stomach and resuming

his writing.) Ever since I can remember anythin' you
alius talked to me an' told me stories 'bout how our great

country came to be discovered an' 'bout the first settlers.

Nancy (Smiling wanly.) And I've never told you a

single thing that you've forgotten. You've a most re-

markable memory, Abraham. Your grandfather whom
we named you after was so much like you. He was
named Abraham Lincoln, too.

Lincoln (Continuing his writing.) Was he, Mammy?
What does p—r—e—d—e—s—t—i—n—a—t—i—o—

n

mean? (He spells out the word with difficulty.)

Nancy (Taking a deep breath; her face denoting in-
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tense pain.) It's pronounced predestination, my son. It

means that God has from all eternity decreed whatever

comes to pass. I have always felt that you are predestined

to be a fine man and a great one.

Lincoln (Sitting up; in awed tones.) Have you really,

Mammy ?

Nancy (Nodding slowly.) Yes, dear. And although I

won't be here to see it, always remember, Abraham, that

the power of using the mind rather than the muscles, is

the very keynote of success.

Lincoln (Greatly moved.) You'll be right here with

me. (He rises and stands Right of her placing an arm
around her waist protectively.)

Nancy (Trying to still the chattering of her teeth.)

We must learn to accept the inevitable, Son. My life is

about to end—yours is just starting. Don't let anybody
fill you with fear, my boy.

Lincoln (Holding onto her tightly.) I won't.

Nancy (Straight out front wistfully.) Beyond the

harsh clay paths, the every day scribbling, washing, patch-

ing and fixing, there are pastures and valleys . . . green
valleys of song.

Lincoln (Struck by the beauty of the phrase.) Green
valleys of song! I wish I could learn to say things like

that. (Suddenly he clings to her in fear.) Oh, Mammy,
don't leave me. I couldn't stand the loneliness without
you!
Nancy (Trying to force a smile.) I can see your grand-

mother, Abraham. Her name was Ann. She would have
loved you so much, my son.

Lincoln (Reverently.) Ann ! What a beautiful name

!

Nancy (From this point on she starts to pick imag-
inery lint off her skirt and gives evidence of growing
weaker, talking slozvly and with great effort.) Abraham,
promise me that you'll find ways of going to school and
that you'll learn all you can.

Lincoln (In choked tones.) I promise, Mammy.
Nancy (Placing one hand over his.) You mustn't grieve

for me, dear. I've had such a happy life. I married the
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man I loved, I brought his children into the world. There
is nothing more this frontier can do for me. (She shivers

violently, her teeth chattering against each other.)

Lincoln (Rushing to door Right and calling off Right;
excitedly.) Auntie Sparrow! Sarah! Come quick! (He
crosses back to Right of Nancy, gets on his knees beside

her and holds onto one of her hands.)

Nancy (Weakly.) Yonder, Abraham, always fix your
eyes yonder! (Auntie Sparrow and Sarah rush on

from door Right. They cross up behind table and come
down to Left of it. Sarah takes Nancy's free hand;
Auntie Sparrow stands Left of Sarah.)
Lincoln (Rising quickly and starting upstage.) You

stay with Mammy. I'm goin' for a doctor.

Nancy (Straight out front; weakly.) In my Father's

house there are many mansions. (She emits a long sigh.)

Abraham ! Where are you ?

Lincoln (Resuming his position Right of her; huski-

ly.) I'm right here, beside you.

Sarah (Tearfully.) 'Tain't no use goin' fer a doctor,

Abe. The nearest one is thirty-five miles yonder. By the

time you walked that far it'd be too late. (Auntie Spar-
row turns aside placing a hand to her eyes to hide the

tears. Lincoln takes Nancy's hand in his.)

Nancy (Breathing with great effort.) Tell your father

I couldn't wait any longer. (She shivers again.) My two
children whom I love so tenderly are with me. I'm at

peace. ("Lincoln holds one of Nancy's hands, Sarah
has the other.)

Lincoln (Brokenly.) Dear God—Help us

!

Nancy (Straight out front; wistfully.) I am going
away from you, my children, and I shall not return. Be
good to one another. I want you to live as I have taught

you to live and to love your Heavenly Father! (She
turns her head to one side and slumps back in her chair.)

Auntie Sparrow (In hushed tones.) 'Tis the end

!

May God rest her sweet soul.

Sarah (Sinking to her knees on the floor Left of
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NancyJ Maw, don't leave us ! (She sobs softly.)

Lincoln (Falling to his knees Right of Nancy and
burying his head in her lap.) Mammy, Mammy! What'll
become of us now? (Lincoln, Sarah and Autie Spar-
row sob softly as the lights dim down and the curtain

falls silently. The instant the curtain falls the small in-

set and the furnture used for the prologue are cleared

away and the furniture is put in place for the large set.

This should be done as swiftly as possible so that there

is not a long wait between the Prologue and the First

Act.)

CURTAIN
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ACT ONE

Scene: The interior of Rutledge's Inn at New Salem,
Illinois.

Time : Thirteen years after the Prologue. Late afternoon
in August, 1831.

Description of Setting: An old-fashioned room that

literally breathes of antiquity. All of the furniture and
furnishings are of a bygone era. There must be no
trace of electricity or anything modern. There are two
openings in the rear wall. Right of Center is an arch

that leads out to a hallway; interior backing. This is

the general entrance. Left of Center are neatly curtain-

ed French windows that lead to a balustrade ; exterior

backing. A tall, oilcloth screen just below rear wall

between the two openings. A door in the Right wall

has an interior backing. This door leads to the various

rooms in the Inn. In the Left wall are two doors; in-

terior backing. The door up stage leads to the Rut-
ledge family's rooms, the door down stage leads to the

dining room and kitchen. In extreme upper Right cor-

ner is a small stand table with an old-fashioned kerosene

lamp on it. Against the Left wall, between the two
doors is a bed of coals, not in use in Act One. lust be-

low door Right is a small settee with some homemade
cushions on it. Well down stage and Right of Center is

a round table with a kerosene lamp on it; three straight-

backed chairs surround this table. On an angle with
the table but Left of Center is an old-fashioned divan
with a few cushions on it. An old, worn arm chair in

extreme lower Left corner. Rag rugs to cover the floor

should be worn and faded. Old-fashioned family por-

traits for the walls, bric-a-brac ornaments, etc., to dec-

orate the stage at the discretion of the director. The
stage is brightly lighted unless otherwise indicated.
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Discovered at Rise: James Rutledge, a tall, disting-

uished appearing gentleman in his early fifties, sits in

chair Left of round table Right of Center reading a

newspaper. His hair is almost white but is still thick;

a white moustache decorates his upper lip. He is very
important in manner and determined to be the master

of his household. Wears fawn-colored or light grey
trousers trimmed down the sides with black soutache
braid, a bright waistcoat of a flowered design, black

frock coat or Prince Albert, wing collar and black bow
tie with long ends. Gold-rimmed nose glasses are at-

tached to a black silk cord around his. neck. Ann, his

daugher, is the pride of his life and can do no wrong
in his eyes.

Mr. Rutledge (Examining his newspaper; astonished-

ly.) Hm ! This is a nice how cTyou-do ! Butter has risen

to eight cents a pound! What next? Teh! Teh! (He
shakes his head distastefully, folds his paper to another
section and continues his reading. Martha, a young serv-
ant, maid of all work at the Rutledge''s, enters through
arch Right of Center. The expression on her face is va-
cant and non-committal and it seldom changes. She wears
a calico or gingham house dress with a tight waist and un-
usually flowing skirt, a boudoir cap over her hair, a small
apron over her dress. She is in her late teens; speaks in

a listless voice and is slow and lethargic in her move-
ments.)

Martha (As she comes down Center a few steps.)

'Scuse me, Sir.

Mr. Rutledge (Without looking up; absorbed in his

paper.) Well, what is it, Martha?
Martha (Straight out front; vacantly.) I dunno, Sir.

Somebody knocked on the door. Musta been a Yankee
'cause folks hereabouts never bother to knock. They
just walk in.

Mr. Rutledge (Impatiently.) Well, what did he
want?

Martha (Listlessly.) I dunno, Mr. Rutledge, Sir,
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'cause he warn't there. Nobody ain't never bothered to

knock at the door since I been in service here.

Mr. Rutledge (Absent-mindedly.) Didn't he leave his

name ?

Martha (Blankly.) He couldn't 'cause he warn't there.

I dunno how he coulda knocked in the fust place.

Mr. Rutledge (His mind on his newspaper.) Eh?
What's that?

Martha (Tonelessly.) I sez, he warn't there when he
knocked. (She folds her hands in front of her help-

lessly.)

Mr. Rutledge (Looking up from his newspaper for
the first time; irately.) What were you saying, Martha?
Martha (Blankly.) I sez. Nobody never knocked on

the front door afore an' I don't see how he coulda done
it when he warn't there.

Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Martha, you must be crazy

!

Martha (Tonelessly.) Oh, Sir, d'you think so? I'm

so glad!

Mr. Rutledge (Astonishedly.) Glad that you've taken

leave of your senses?

Martha (Nodding assent.) Yes, Sir, Mr. Rutledge,

'cause I wuz afeerd I wuz sick.

Mr. Rutledge (Returning to his newspaper.) You
must have imagined you heard somebody knock.

Martha (Solemnly.) I heard him knock, all right,

only I don't see how he coulda done it, not bein' there to

do it.

Mr. Rutledge (Impatiently.) All right, all right, don't

worry about it. We'll just say no more about it.

Martha (As she crosses to door dozvn Left.) No, Sir,

I won't say a word. Only I don't see how he coulda
knocked when he wuzn't there. It sure is strange carry-

ing on. (She shakes her head solemnly and exits. Mr.
Rutledge is absorbed in his newspaper. Mrs. Rutledge,
a buxom-appearing woman in her late forties, enters door
up Left. She is extremely kind-hearted but enjoys dom-
ineering her husband and resents his masterful manner.
Her dress is made of some light-colored summer material,
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a short waist, a very full skirt with shirrings around the

bottom. A lace bertha is fastened around her neck with a

cameo pin. She is a gentlewoman, well bred and cultured

and is a stickler for the proprieties.)

Mrs. Rutledge (As she enters; worriedly.) Well,
Mr. Rutledge, there's a mistake in the grocer's bill.

Mr. Rutledge (His eyes glued to his newspaper.) No
sir, I don't know what we're coming to, Mrs. Rutledge.
I really don't.

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing to Left of chair Mr. Rut-
ledge sits in; irately.) What's that ?

Mr. Rutledge (Frowningly.) Can you imagine this,

Mrs. Rutledge ? This country of ours is growing entirely

too fast. Why, according to this paper there are all of

fifteen families in Chicago at the present time. That's

too many families for a small village like Chicago.

Mrs. Rutledge (Tapping the floor impatiently.) I

was talking to you about the grocer's bill, Mr. Rutledge.

Mr. Rutledge (Without looking up.) Oh, were you,

my love ? Well, you know better than to disturb me when
I'm reading.

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing to divan Left of Center and
sitting.) Shall I arrange to make an appointment with
you to discuss the workings of this Inn, Mr. Rutledge?
(She registers great indignation.)

Mr. Rutledge (Looking up at her for the first time.)

Eh? What's that? Did you say something, Mrs. Rut-
ledge ?

Mrs. Rutledge (Haughtily.) I say something every
time I speak, Mr. Rutledge. Otherwise, I'd spare myself
the effort. I repeat, there's been a mistake made in the

grocer's bill.

Mr. Rutledge (Hastily.) Well, I'll speak to him the
next time I see him, Mrs. Rutledge.

Mrs. Rutledge (Straight out front; irately.) The mis-
take is two dollars in our favor.

Mr. Rutledge (Rising quickly; nervously.) Why—er
—then perhaps I'd better make no mention of it. It
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might raise a disturbance, Mrs. Rutledge. I'm a pacifist,

you know. (He clears his throat.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Anxiously.) Have you gone over the

accounts lately, Mr. Rutledge?
Mr. Rutledge [Facing her; nervously.) Why—er

—

yes, I have. About a fortnight ago. It seems to me that

we are falling far behind.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sympathetically.) Well, don't worry
about it. You've always got me, you know.
Mr. Rutledge (Absent-mindedly.) Yes, I know.

That's why I'm worried.

Mrs. Rutledge (Jumping up angrily.) What did you
say, Mr. Rutledge?
Mr. Rutledge (Apologetically.) No offense, Mrs.

Rutledge. I meant to state that it's because of you and
our Ann that I'm so greatly concerned. Ann will be

needing a dowry one of these days and I'll be expected to

supply it.

Mrs. Rutledge (Resuming her seat on divan.) Then
she's spoken to you about her courtship?

Mr. Rutledge (Astonishedly.) Courtship? Ann? Are
you telling me that she has had an offer of matrimony,
my love? (He resumes his seat on chair.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Coyly.) Not an offer exactly. Mr.
McNeil is too much of a gentleman to speak of love to

Ann without first consulting her parents. One must
observe the proprieties, you know! (She giggles coyly.)

Mr. Rutledge (Placing newspaper on table; bewilder-

edly.) Then how do you know that James McNeil is

interested in Ann, Mrs. Rutledge?

Mrs. Rutledge (Knowingly.) A woman can always
tell, Mr. Rutledge. My mother was aware that you were
casting sheep's eyes at me long before you asked for

my hand

!

Mr. Rutledge (Firmly.) I never cast sheep's eyes. I

wouldn't know how.

Mrs. Rutledge (Turning away embarrassedly.) This
is hardly the proper sort of conversation for us to hold,
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Mr. Rutledge. One must observe the proprieties, you

know.
Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Oh, drat the proprieties ! If

my daughter is being squired I think I have the right to

be told about it

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Greatly shocked.) Mr. Rutledge!

Such a display of temper does not become a gentleman.

Have I been mistaken in you after all these years? (She

turns her face azvay embarrassedly.)

Mr. Rutledge (Forcefully.) I refuse to be toyed with,

Mrs. Rutledge. As Ann's father I demand to know how
things stand. Have you asked Ann if James McNeil is

the man of her choice ?

Mrs. Rutledge (In shocked tones.) Certainly, I have
not ! The poor child would be horrified

!

Mr. Rutledge (Determinedly.) Then, hang it all, I

shall

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Rising; indignantly.) I forbid it, Mr.
Rutledge. Ann has been carefully reared. She'd die of

mortification were her father to discuss such an em-
barrassing subject with her.

Mr. Rutledge (Grumblingly.) Yes, I suppose she
would. (Mrs. Rutledge having gained her point, re-

sumes her seat complacently, a triumphant expression on
her face.) Rich, isn't he? They say he's made quite a
fortune for himself buying up mortgaged land and hold-

ing onto it until he gets a fancy price.

Mrs. Rutledge (Haughtily.) I'm not concerned with
his financial aspects, Mr. Rutledge. I've sent for a report

on his social connections. Ann must marry into a good
family. One must observe the proprieties, you know.

Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Hang it all, Mrs. Rutledge,
one can't eat social connections and proprieties. The man
Ann marries must be able to support her.

Mrs. Rutledge (Confidentially.) When Mr. McNeil
first arrived in New Salem and displayed interest in Ann,
I wrote to friends of mine in the East to look up his

family. That was six months ago. I'd hardly have time
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to hear yet though they do say that in this age of speed the

mail is traveling at lightning-like pace.

Mr. Rutledge (Nodding assent.) I should say it is. I

never believed we'd live to see the day that a letter could

travel from New York out here in four months! In-

credible, I'd say!

Mrs. Rutledge (Greatly distressed.) I can't say that

I enjoy this fast pace, Mr. Rutledge. I prefer a slower

and more orderly existence.

Mr. Rutledge (Grumblingly.) Well, things are cer-

tainly slow enough here at the Inn. If business doesn't

pick up soon we'll have to give this place up and live on
the farm. (Loud knocking is heard off stage up Right.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Adjusting her dress and primping.)

That must be Mr. McNeil now. He's the only one who
knocks. It's a Yankee custom.
Mr. Rutledge (Rising with alacrity.) I'll show him

in. If it is McNeil be sure to leave me alone with him.

I want to sound him out about his financial condition.

Mrs. Rutledge (Firmly.) I shall stay right here.

Have you forgotten that I am Ann's mother?
Mr. Rutledge (Groaningly.) As if you'd ever let me,

my love. (Knock off stage Right is repeated. Mr. Rut-
ledge starts up stage for arch.) All right, I'm coming.

Hold your horses. (He exits through arch and off Right.

There is a short pause.)

McNeil (Off stage up Right; politely.) I hope I'm

not intruding, Mr. Rutledge, Sir.

Mr. Rutledge (With excessive cordiality.) Not at all,

my dear boy! Come right in. (Mr. Rutledge re-enters

through arch followed by John McNeil, a medium-sized
man in his late twenties. He is dressed in much the same
manner as Mr. Rutledge and carries a tall, silk hat. His
hair is parted in the center and he wears unusually long

sideburns.)

Mrs. Rutledge (As she sees McNeil; effusively.)

Oh, Mr. McNeil. How nice of you to call on us. And
so delightfully unexpected ! ("Mr. Rutledge and McNeil
come down Center. McNeil is Left of him.)
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Mr. Rutledge (Bewilderedly.) Unexpected? But you
just were saying you thought Mr. McNeil would be call-

ing today, my love. (He sits on chair behind table Right

of Center.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Darting an angry look at Mr. Rut-
ledge.,) You must have misunderstood me, Mr. Rut-
ledge. (She extends her hand palm downward, smiling

graciously at McNeil who bows and takes her hand rais-

ing it to his lips. Mrs. Rutledge emits a coy giggle.)

Mr. Rutledge (Cordially.) Have a seat, my boy. It's

always easier to discuss business when seated. ("McNeil
releases Mrs. Rutledge's hand and straightens up. Mrs.
Rutledge darts another angry glance at Mr. Rutledge.
McNeil crosses to chair Left of table and sits.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Beaming at McNeil.) Lovely
weather, isn't it, Mr. McNeil? Are your summers any-
thing like this in the north?
Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Mr. McNeil didn't come

here to discuss the weather, Mrs. Rutledge. (To Mc-
Neil.,) I'm a plain speaking man, as you'll find out for

yourself, McNeil. Now about . . .

Mrs. Rutledge (Breaking in on Mr. Rutledge em-
barrassedly.) Er—perhaps it would be better for Mr.
McNeil to tell us himself why he is here, Mr. Rutledge.

Mr. Rutledge (Clearing his throat; pointedly.) Will
you ask Martha to serve some refreshments, my love?

(He indicates door down Left with his head.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) Directly, Mr. Rutledge. (She
settles back on the divan.) You were saying, Mr. McNeil ?

(She pauses and regards him reassuringly.)

McNeil (Running his hand over his forehead nerv-
ously.) Why—er—yes. That is . . .

Mr. Rutledge (Anxious to help him out.) Speak up,
my boy. There's nothing to fear. We know what your
mission is here today.

Mrs. Rutledge (Angrily.) Mr. Rutledge! Please.
What will Mr. McNeil think of you?

Mr. Rutledge (Ignoring her and addressing McNeil.,)
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You've come to ask for our Ann's hand. Isn't that it,

my boy?
McNeil (Stammering astonishedly.) Why—er—y-yes.

But how d-did you know ?

Mr. Rutledge (Greatly pleased with himself.) I was
young once myself. I had to go through all this folderol

when I was courting Mrs. Rutledge.

Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) Folderol, indeed! You al-

most lost me to John Blair. He was the handsomest man
in town.
Mr. Rutledge (Sighing deeply.) Yes, Blair was for-

tunate, I'll say that for him. He had everything, good
looks, money and good fortune. He died a bachelor.

Mrs. Rutledge (Coyly.) It was said in town that he

never recovered from the shock of seeing me marry some-
body else. (To McNeil.J Aren't the roses lovely this

year, Mr. McNeil?
Mr. Rutledge (To McNeil, in business-like tones.)

I hope you won't mind my questioning you about your
financial condition, my boy. As Ann's father it's my duty

to acquaint myself with her future husband's standing.

Mrs. Rutledge (Anxious to change the subject.) Isn't

there a McNeil in the President's Cabinet, Mr. McNeil?
A relative, no doubt?
McNeil (Nervously.) Er—no. No relative, Mrs. Rut-

ledge, I'm sorry to say. (To Mr. Rutledge.) I'm sure

I can take care of Ann in the manner to which she is

accustomed, Mr. Rutledge. I've made several thousands

since I arrived here in New Salem and hope to make a

great deal more in the near future.

Mr. Rutledge (Rubbing one hand over the other;

jubilantly.) Then we'll consider the matter settled. I'll

acquaint my daughter with your intentions, Sir.

Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) You'll do nothing of the

sort, Mr. Rutledge. Til be the one to do that. The matter

will require considerable tact and delicacy. I shall know
exactly how and when to broach the matter to our daugh-

ter.

McNeil (Rising.) Then—er—I have your permission
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o ask Miss Rutledge for her hand ? (He looks from one

to the other anxiously.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Coyly.) It will be Ann's first pro-

posal. I hope you'll be very tender with her, Mr. McNeil.
Ann isn't like the average girl. She was raised to observe

all the proprieties.

Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Hang it all, Mrs. Rutledge,

Ann's no different than any other girl who loves a man
and is about to marry him. (Rising quickly.) Come into

the study with me, my boy, where we can hold sensible

conversation without being interrupted. (He crosses to

door Right.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Tearfully.) My own little Ann. I

can't realize that I'm about to lose her

!

McNeil (Nervously.) But you're not going to lose

her, Mrs. Rutledge. You'll have two people to watch
over and care for now instead of one.

Mr. Rutledge (Smiling broadly.) You won't have to

worry about that, Sir. Mrs. Rutledge will not only rule

Ann's life as she's always done but yours as well. Come
along. (He exits. McNeil bows to Mrs. Rutledge and
exits door Right after Mr. Rutledge. Mrs. Rutledge
rises and crosses to door Right. She is just about to bend
down to the keyhole when Ann Rutledge enters from
Right and appears in arch. She is a sweet and beautiful

girl of eighteen with a charming disposition and manner
that manifest themselves in each act of her daily life.

Her auburn hair is worn in curls down her back as is the

fashion of her day. Her summer dress is of organdy or
lazvn, with a very tight waist; shirred, flowing skirt trim-

med in bands of a contrasting color. A poke bonnet with
gay streamers that tie under her chin adds to her allure;

she carries a parasol and zvears silk mittens on her hands.)
Ann (As she stands in arch removing her hat.) Mother

!

What are you up to now ? (She laughs gayly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Straightening up and placing one
hand over her heart; alarmedly.) Oh Ann, how you
startled me

!

Ann (Coming down stage to Left of Mrs. Rutledge
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and kissing her affectionately.) Did I, dearest? I didn't

mean to. (She crosses to behind table Right of Center
and places her hat and parasol on it, starting to remove
her gloves.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing below table and Left to

below divan; tearfully.) Oh Ann, he's here ! He's speak-
ing to your father now. (She emits a loud sob and sinks

onto divan.)

Ann (Crossing to Right of divan; bewilderedly.)

Who's here, Mother?
Mrs. Rutledge (Sobbingly.) Mr. McNeil! He's ask-

ing permission for your hand in marriage! (She sobs

loudly.)

Ann (Sympathetically.) Well, cheer up, darling. I'll

make Daddy tell you every word he says. You mustn't

cry because you didn't hear his proposal.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sobbing loudly.) That's not why I'm
weeping. I'm crying because I'm so happy! (She drags

out the last word loudly.)

Ann (Laughing gayly.) Let's hope you'll always cry

for the same reason, Mother dear. (She sits on divan

Right of Mrs. Rutledge.j
Mrs. Rutledge (Turning to her astonishedly.) But

Ann, aren't you surprised at this turn of events?

Ann (Bewilderedly.) Surprised ? (As though it dawns
on her suddenly.) Oh, you mean about Mr. McNeil's

proposal ? Well, hardly. I expected it two months ago.

Mrs. Rutledge (Astonishedly.) What?

Ann (Nodding ; brightly.) We've been keeping com-
pany for six months, darling. You seem to have forgotten

that.

Mrs. Rutledge (Greatly shocked.) Ann! He didn't

propose to you without first speaking to your father,

did he ? No gentleman would do such a thing.

Ann (Turning away embarrassedly.) No, Mother, of
course he didn't. But a girl always knows. You knew
before Father proposed formally, didn't you?

Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) Yes, but I didn't know how
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stubborn he was going to be after we were married or I'd

never have consented.

Ann (Placing an arm around her waist affectionately.)

Of course you would have. Just think, if you hadn't I

would never have been born. (She laughs lightly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Reprovingly.) Ann ! I insist that you
refrain from being so indelicate. One must observe the

proprieties, you know.
Ann (Apologetically.) I'm sorry, Mother. I didn't in-

tend to shock you.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sitting up straight; elatedly.) I know
one person who is going to be disappointed when she

hears of your engagement to Mr. McNeil.
Ann (Curiously/) Who, Mother?
Mrs. Rutledge (Spitefully.) That catty Mrs. Bennett

Able. I never could abide that woman. And as for that

niece of hers who is visiting her—well, she's not my idea

of a gentlewoman.
Ann (Lightly.) You mean Mary Owens? I thought

her quite nice, dear.

Mrs. Rutledge (Stiffly.) She's a designing female, if

I ever saw one. I saw her casting her eyes at Mr. McNeil
the last time she was in his company.
Ann (Protestingly.) Oh no, Mother. I fancy you just

imagined that. Miss Owens must have several suitors

of her own.
Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) Hm. If she had she'd have

been married long ago. I tell you, Ann, the object of her
visit here is to get a desirable husband.
Ann (Lightly.) Well, there aren't many of them in

New Salem, dear. But Mother, I had an adventure this

very day that I want to tell you about. As I was . . .

McNeil He enters door Right; smiling warmly at

Ann.J Miss Rutledge! Did you know that I was here?
(He crosses to Right of divan.)

Ann (Embarrassedly.) Why—er—Mother just told

me, Mr. McNeil. (She extends her hand palm dozvnward.
lie bozvs and raises her hand to his lips kissing it lightly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Rising quickly; pointedly.) I've for-
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gotten all about Martha. You'll stay and take pot luck

with us, Mr. McNeil?
McNeil (Bowing to her; gratefully.) You are very-

kind, Mrs. Rutledge.

Mrs. Rutledge (Curtseying to him; coyly.) The plea-

sure is all ours, Sir. (Straightening up; tearfully.) I must
see that Martha starts things at once. (She crosses to

door down Left, turns and looks at them, emits a series of
loud sobs and exits quickly.)

Ann (Embarrassedly.) Er—won't you sit down, Mr.
McNeil? (She indicates chair Left of table Right of
Center.)

McNeil (Running a finger behind his collar; nervous-

ly.) Why—er—I'd rather stand if you don't mind. Miss
Rutledge, may I be so bold as to ask you a question?

Ann (Turning her head away, embarrassedly.) I

—

well—I suppose so, Mr. McNeil.
McNeil (Shifting from one foot to the other; fear-

fully.) Well then—would you—could you—may I have
the honor—the permission to . . ? I hope you won't
think me too bold, but I—I . . . (He pauses and takes a

deep swallow.)

Ann (Facing him; eagerly.) The honor to what, Mr.
McNeil?
McNeil (Taking a deep breath.) The honor to—er

—

may I call you Ann ?

Ann (Primly.) Well, yes, I presume so.

McNeil (Nervously.) I've just asked your father for

permission to—to—oh Ann, this is more difficult than I

thought it'd be.

Ann (Shyly.) What's difficult, Mr. McNeil?
McNeil (Courageously.) I never thought getting

married was such hard work. I asked your father and he
said yes! There, it's out.

Ann (Straight out front; mischievously.) But Father
is already married

!

McNeil (Painfully.) Oh Ann, don't twit me. (Plead-
ingly.) May I take your hand ? It will lend me the cour-
age I seem to lack.
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Ann (Folding her hands in her lap ; greatly shocked.)

Oh, Mr. McNeil ! What you ask is quite impossible. Tis
too much of a liberty, indeed ! Mother would be horrified.

One must observe the proprieties, you know. (She turns

away embarrassedly.)

McNeil (Dropping to the floor on his knees; desper-

ately.) But Ann, I'm asking you to become Mrs. John
McNeil! There! It's out! (He emits a deep sigh of

relief.)

Ann (Lowering her head; shyly.) Oh, Mr. McNeil,
this is so sudden!
McNeil (Nervously.) Er—that's the way I always

am, Ann. I'm used to rushing into things headlong. Of
course I don't care to sweep you off your feet but I do
wish you'd give me an answer.

Ann (Solemnly.) I'm indeed flattered, Mr. McNeil.
What girl wouldn't be? And since my parents are both
impressed with your good qualities I shall rely on their

judgment and say yes.

McNeil (Joyfully.) Oh Ann, you've made me the

happiest man in the whole world ! How soon shall we be
married ?

Ann (Primly.) Whenever Mother sets the date. She'll

make all the arrangements, of course.

McNeil (Nodding assent.) Yes, I understand. I shall

try to prevail upon her to hasten things so that we won't
have to wait too long. (Mrs. Bennett Able, a short,

fussy woman in her late forties, appears in arch from off
Right. She is dressed in the prevailing fashion in a sum-
mer frock and with a thin shawl thrown over her shoul-
ders. Her bonnet is more conservative than Ann's as be-

comes a woman of her years. When she speaks it is in a
zvhiny tone of voice. She pauses in the arch unobserved
by the others.) And in the meantime you'll try to call

me John, won't you, Ann ? ("Mrs. Able registers surprise
and motions off Right for somebody to join her. Mary
Owens enters from Right and appears in arch standing
Right of Mrs. Able. She is twenty-five years of age but
extremely tall and inclined to be buxom; because of her
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large proportions she appears to be somewhat older than

she really is. She is handsomely gowned in a summer
frock of a light color, somewhat garishly trimmed as is

her hat. Both women carry parasols and wear silk mit-

tens. As Mary enters and sees McNeil on his knees she

exchanges a significant glance zvith Mrs. Able.,)

Ann (Shyly.) I-I'll try to become accustomed to ad-

dressing you in that manner—er—John

!

Mrs. Able (Coming down stage Center a few steps.)

I hope my niece and I are not interrupting you, Ann dear.

(She laughs lightly. McNeil scrambles to his feet quick-

ly. Ann turns away embarrassedly.)

Mary (Coming dozvn stage to Right of Mrs. Able.,)

We seem to have picked a most inopportune time for our
visit, Aunt. (They both laugh lightly.)

Ann (Nervously.) Er—not at all. Mr. McNeil and I

were just engaged in a little discussion.

Mrs. Able (Pointedly.) Most important, I'd say. Shall

we retire, Ann, and let you finish your discussion?

McNeil (Blurting it out nervously.) Oh, it's all fin-

ished. That is, everything but the date ! (He crosses over

to below table Right of Center. Mrs. Rutledge enters

quickly door down Left.)

Mrs. Able (As she sees Mrs. Rutledge; coming down
Center.) Ah, Mrs. Rutledge, allow us to be the first to

congratulate you. (She extends her hand and smiles

warmly at Mrs. Rutledge.,)

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing to Left of Mrs. Able and
taking her hand.) Who told you, Mrs. Able ?

Mary (Coming down stage to Right of Mrs. Able.,)

Nobody had to tell us, Mrs. Rutledge. It was so very

apparent. (She laughs pleasantly.)

Mrs. Able (Releasing her hand; to Ann.,) I hope
you'll be very happy, Ann dear.

Ann (Embarrassedly.) Oh, thank you, Mrs. Able.

Mrs. Rutledge (Beaming at Mrs. Able.,) Dear Mrs.
Able, I'm so delighted that you are the first to know it.

Now it won't be a secret any longer—Er—I mean, now
everybody will know it.
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Mrs. Able (Tactfully.) Yes, this is one time that

good news will travel fast.

Mrs. Rutledge (Nervously.) Er—won't you sit down ?

("McNeil crosses up to behind table Right of Center.

Mary and Mrs. Able cross over Right to settee and sit.

Mrs. Rutledge sits on chair Left of table. Ann remains
on divan. After the ladies are seated McNeil sits on
chair behind table.)

Mr. Rutledge (As he enters door Right.) Oh, Mrs.
Rutledge, I . . . (He pauses at sight of the assemblage

;

cordially.) Mrs. Able—and Miss Owens. This is indeed

a pleasure. (He bows gallantly.) How is Bennett these

days?
Mrs. Able (Whinily.) More contrary than ever! I al-

ways say that husband of mine will put me in an early

grave.

Mr. Rutledge (Dryly.) His first wife passed on pre-

maturely, didn't she? (He sits on chair Right of table.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Darting an angry glance at him.)

Mr. Rutledge, please don't be so indelicate. One must ob-

serve the proprieties, you know. (She settles back on her
chair, complacently.)

Ann (Sitting up straight on divan; brightly.) That re-

minds me of an adventure I had today, Mother

!

Mr. Rutledge (Curiously.) What sort of an adven-

ture, Ann?
Ann (Excitedly.) Just as I was passing that vacant

store that is announced to open soon some of that Clary

Grove gang were standing around outside using most
indelicate language.

McNeil (Irately.) That gang is a menace to New
Salem. They should be put out of town.
Mr. Rutledge (Angrily.) There's nobody here brave

or strong enough to do it.

Ann (Firmly.) I think there is—now. And he's a

stickler for the proprieties, too.

Mrs. Rutledge (Agog with curiosity.) What do you
mean, Ann dear?

Ann (Embarrassedly.) Just as I passed in front of the
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store where the boys were standing I stupidly dropped
my kerchief. I heard indelicate words assail my ears and
then, as I stooped to pick it up, a veritable scarecrow of a

man reached down and retrieved it for me.
Mr. Rutledge (Anxiously.) Who was it, Ann ?

Ann (Simply.) I don't know. I'd never seen him be-

fore. But one of the Clary Grove boys passed an insulting

remark and the stranger who had stooped to get my ker-

chief went over to him and picked him up and threw him
to the ground.
Omnes (Everybody except Ann; elatedly.) Good for

him!
Ann (Firmly.) And furthermore, he held him there

and asked the rest of them what order they wanted to be
knocked down in.

Mrs. Rutledge (Coyly.) How thrilling!

Ann (Smilingly.) They all slunk away vowing ven-

geance and the tall stranger said that he'd be around that

same spot every day and that any time they wanted satis-

faction he'd be happy to give it to them.
McNeil (As though it dawns on him suddenly.) Why,

that must be the fellow who came here to open the store

for Denton Offutt! Did he tell you his name, Ann?
Ann (Shaking her head "no".) I thanked him profuse-

ly and he offered to accompany me home but I refused

his escort.

Mrs. Rutledge (Greatly pleased.) Quite the proper
thing to do, too, Ann.
Ann (Primly.) Oh, he was most polite, Mother. A

gentleman, I assure you, though his outward appearance
wasn't as presentable as it might be.

Mrs. Rutledge (Beaming approval.) He certainly

was taking his life in his hands when he opposed the

members of that Clary Grove gang. Your father shall

hunt your protector up and thank him, Ann. (She rises

and crosses behind divan, coming down and taking her

place on divan Left of Ann.)
Mr. Rutledge (Excitedly.) I wish I had been with

you, Ann. I haven't seen a good fracas in a long time.
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Mrs. Rutledge (Shudderingly.) I see no pleasure in

watching physical combat, Mr. Rutledge. I never could
understand why men are always so eager to fight.

Mr. Rutledge (Jubilantly.) To prove that they are

the dominant sex, my love.

Mrs. Rutledge (Fixing him with a stern look.) Out-
side of their homes—perhaps. But not in them. ("Mary
and Mrs. Able exchange significant glances.)

Martha (She enters door down Left.) 'Scuse me,
Missus Rutledge, Ma'am, but I'd like to know if . . .

(Loud knocking is heard off stage up Right.)

Mrs. Rutledge (To Martha, commandingly.) See
who is at the door, Martha. It must be a stranger.

Martha (Blankly.) He knocked awhile ago, Ma'am,
but he warn't there. Reckon he ain't there now, neither.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sternly.) Well, go and see and be
quick

!

Martha (As she starts up stage Left, slowly.) Yes'm

!

(She crosses to arch and exits off Right.)

McNeil (To Mary; politely.) Do you expect to be

with us for long, Miss Owens?
Mary (Smiling at him.) Just another fortnight, Mr.

McNeil, providing my present plans aren't altered.

Mrs. Able (Proudly.) Mary is accustomed to a larger

place than New Salem. It was all I could do to get her to

visit with me in the first place.

Martha (She enters from off Right and appears in

arch; fearfully.) 'Scuse me, Ma'am.
Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) Well, Martha, what is it

now ? Who was at the door ?

Martha (Nervously.) He's still there, Ma'am, askin'

fer Miss Ann. I ain't never seed such a tall galoot in all

my life.

Ann (Rising quickly.) For me? Well, ask the gentle-

man in, Martha.
Martha (Looking up at the top of the arch.) I dunno

as he kin git in, Miss Ann. He sez .he's got somethin'

what belongs to you, Miss.

Ann (Impatiently.) Show him in at once, Martha.
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(She grumbles and exits off Right. Ann turns to Mrs.
RutledgeJ It sounds like the hero of today's adven-
ture from Martha's description.

Martha (She enters from off Right, comes through
arch and stands Left of it; fearfully.) Here he is an' I

hope he won't knock the house over. (Abraham Lin-
coln enters from off Right and appears in arch. He is

now played by a tall, thin boy in his early twenties. He
should be over six feet tall, lanky and with black hair

parted on the side. Awkward in his movements, there is

about him an honesty, a sincerity of purpose that wins
the immediate approval of strangers. Shy with women
folk he is always courteous and polite although he avoids

them whenever possible. He is a natural born talker, his

eyes lighting up expressively when he narrates a tale. He
is shabbily dressed in a pair of corduroy trousers that

have seen better days, a soft shirt open at the neck, rude,

homemade shoes that have been patched and mended. His
coat is much too short for him and that, too, has been

patched and darned. He carries an old slouch hat in his

hand and a dainty knitted purse that has a draw string

around the top. His voice is soft and refined and he

speaks zvith a decided drawl that is fascinating to listen

to.)

Lincoln (As he enters and appears in arch.) It took

me considerable time to find you, Miss Rutledge. You
see, you dropped your purse and by the time I found it

you had vanished completely. ("Mr. Rutledge and Mc-
Neil rise immediately upon Lincoln's entrance.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing up to Right of Lincoln.,)

You are the young man who defended my daughter to-

day, Sir?

Lincoln (Smiling at him politely.) I'm Abraham Lin-

coln, Sir. My friends all call me Abe.
Mr. Rutledge (Extending his hand.) I'm delighted to

make your acquaintance. I was going to hunt you up to

thank you for your kindness to my daughter. ("Mr. Rut-
ledge and Lincoln shake hands.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Effusively.) Did you say your name
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is Lincoln, young man? ("Lincoln nods pleasantly.) It

seems to me I've heard of a family by that name. Quite
distinguished people they were, too.

Lincoln (Dryly.) Then they weren't any kin of mine,

Ma'am. The only thing us Lincolns have ever been dis-

tinguished for is going longer without meals than any
other family could and still continue to live. (He chuckles

lightly. Mr. Rutledge joins him. The others laugh hearti-

ly; everybody except Mrs. Rutledge. Mr. Rutledge
takes Lincoln's arm and leads him down Center. He is

Right of Lincoln.,)

Ann (As Lincoln hands her her bag she stands Left

of him.) It was so good of you to return my purse, Mr.
Lincoln. I'm afraid I've put you to a great deal of bother

today.

Lincoln (Smiling at her cordially.) It was no bother,

Miss Rutledge. The only thing I have an abundance of is

time and nothing to do with it.

Ann (Indicating Mrs. RutledgeJ This is my mother,
Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Bowing to Mrs. Rutledge.,) Pleased to

know you, Ma'am. Miss Rutledge is fortunate, indeed, to

have a mother.

Ann (Softly.) Haven't you one, Mr. Lincoln ?

Lincoln (Straight out front; reverently.) Not this

long while. She was an angel, my mother. All that I

am or hope to be, I owe to her.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sympathetically.) I like to hear a boy
speak that way about his mother. It shows he has a
heart.

Lincoln (Looking at his clothes; frankly.) And very
little else. I have these clothes I stand in, seven dollars

in cash and a rat hole in my room that will bear looking
into ! (He smiles ruefully.)

Mr. Rutledge (Indicating each person in turn.) This
is Mr. McNeil, Lincoln. (McNeil returns Lincoln's
bow.) Mrs. Able and Miss Owens. (Lincoln bows to

each one. Ann sits on Right end of divan.)
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Mary (Smiling at him flirtatiously.) Charmed, I'm
sure.

Lincoln (Shyly.) Thank you, Ma'am.
Mr. Rutledge (Indicating chair Left of table Right of

Center.) Sit down, Lincoln. You must be tired after

your long walk. (He crosses to arm chair down Left and
sits. McNeil resumes his seat behind table.)

Lincoln (As he sits on chair Left of table.) I've never
known what it is to be tired, Mr. Rutledge. Reckon my
life in the backwoods is responsible for that.

McNeil (Politely.) The backwoods, eh? Didn't you
go to school, Lincoln ?

Lincoln (Nodding assent.) Oh yes, whenever I could.

I went to a "blab" school.

McNeil (Bewilderedly.) What sort of school is that?

Lincoln (Smiling slightly and placing his hat on table.)

Why, it's a school where everybody blabs out loud. Miss
Zachariah Riney was my last teacher. A mighty smart
woman she was, too, poor soul.

Ann (Curiously.) What happened to her, Mr. Lin-

coln?

Lincoln (Solemnly.) Well, they had to close the

school so poor Miss Zachariah was a school teacher who
lost her class. (Everybody except Lincoln laughs amus-
edly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Turning to MarthaJ That will do,

Martha. I'll call you if I want you.

Martha (Obediently.) Yes'm. (She crosses over Left
and down to door Left her eyes glued on Lincoln. When
she reaches door down Left she giggles and exits hastily.)

McNeil (After Martha's exit; curiously.) Didn't you
come to New Salem to clerk in the new store, Lincoln?

Lincoln (Nodding assent.) That's right. I've only

just returned from a trip to New Orleans where I sold

a cargo of goods for Denton Offutt. He was supposed
to meet me here a week ago but there's no sign of him
yet.

Mrs. Rutledge (Greatly impressed.) You've been to
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New Orleans? Do tell us something about that fair city,

Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Straight out front; firmly.) Nothing very

fair about it, from what I saw. The thing I'll always re-

member most about it is one of the most distressing sights

I ever saw, Ma'am.
Mrs. Rutledge (Bewilderedly.) Distressing?

Lincoln (Rising; heatedly.) Worse than that! Pic-

ture if you can, an auction block, where blacks are sold

to various bidders like so many cattle. A man was sold

to one buyer in Tennessee, his wife was torn from his

side and sold to a man in Louisiana and their three chil-

dren were scattered in all directions.

Mrs. Able (Distressingly.) How shocking!
Lincoln (His voice ringing out clearly.) It's a dis-

grace to our great country, this slavery custom. If I ever

get a chance to, I'll hit it and hit it hard!
McNeil (Shrugging his shoulders; nonchalantly.) It's

hardly likely that you, or in fact any of us here will ever
be able to do anything about it, Lincoln. It's been going
on for too many years.

Lincoln (Spiritedly.) There's always a finish to op-
pression, Sir. Our country is too great to be shackled
with such bonds. Some day, somebody will unloosen the

fetters that binds America and then we'll really be a free
country.

Ann (Enthusiastically.) I agree with Mr. Lincoln.

Mr. Rutledge (In complimentary tones.) You're
quite an orator, Lincoln. Have you ever made any
speeches ?

Lincoln (Resuming his seat; modestly.) Only to the
rails when I'd be splitting them. They couldn't talk back.

Mary (Effusively.) Oh, Mr. Lincoln, you must be
very strong to split rails.

Mrs. Able (Determined to make her presence felt.)

My father was the strongest man I ever knew. He was
a vegetarian. Me could live on onions alone!

Lincoln (Rubbing his chin; dryly.) Anybody who
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lives on onions ought to live alone! (Everybody except

Mrs. Able laughs heartily.)

Mrs. Rutledge (After the laughter has subsided.)

You must join our church, Mr. Lincoln. What is your
religion, if I may ask?
Lincoln (With a pronounced drawl.) Well, that'd be

difficult to say, Ma'am. When I do good I feel good and
when I do bad I feel bad—and that's my religion.

Mr. Rutledge (Admiringly.) Very aptly put, my boy.

Lincoln (In his inimitable drawling manner.) Speak-
ing of religion reminds me of the preacher we had back
home in Indiana. This actually happened. In a back-

woods meeting house this preacher was delivering his

sermon. He wore suspenders that rested on one button

and his shirt only had one button at the neck.

Mr. Rutledge (Greatly interested.) What happened
to him, Lincoln ?

Lincoln (His eyes lighting up with a smile.) Well,

just as he announced his text for the day a little blue

lizard managed to get in under his shirt and ran up to

under his arm. (^Lincoln rises and imitates the preach-

er's voice.) The text was, "I am the Lord whom I shall

represent today."

Mrs. Rutledge (Greatly pleased.) I've heard that ser-

mon often.

Lincoln (Smiling.) But not delivered in the same way.

Just about the time the preacher started to deliver his

sermon the little lizard was gnawing at his arm. That
preacher was in some fix!

Mr. Rutledge (Agog with curiosity.) What did he
do?

Lincoln (Going through the motions he describes.)

What could he do? The poor man was tortured to des-

peration. He started to preach and the lizard made him-
self felt again. The poor preacher slapped at his arm,
then when the lizard started running up and down his

back he started slapping at his back.

Mr. Rutledge (Grinning broadly.) That must have
been some sermon

!
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Lincoln (Spiritedly.) When the lizard bit him on the

back the poor man jumped from one foot to the other and
made a motion as though to tear his shirt off. A very

dignified and elderly old lady arose quickly and called

out at the top of her lungs: "Well, if you're going to

preach, stand still and keep your shirt on!" ("Lincoln

resumes his seat amid bursts of hearty laughter from
the assemblage.)

Mrs. Rutledge (After the laughter has subsided; in

kindly tones.) You must stay and have supper with us,

Mr. Lincoln.

Mr. Rutledge (Beaming at Lincoln approvingly.)

And if you know any more tales like that last one you
must come and eat with us often, young man.
Lincoln (Gratefully.) It's mighty kind of you to take

such an interest in a stranger. Time does hang heavy on
my hands. I haven't any books and don't know where
to get any.

Ann (Helpfully.) I'm sure that Mentor Graham
would be happy to loan you any books you want, Mr. Lin-

coln. I'll see that you meet him.

Lincoln (Gratefully.) Thanks, Miss Rutledge.
Mr. Rutledge (Curiously.) Do you know how to

write, Lincoln?
Lincoln (Modestly.) Well, I can make a few rabbit

tracks, Sir.

Mr. Rutledge. Tomorrow is the election and we need
a man who can do some writing. Would you care to try

it? It will mean a little extra money for you.

Lincoln (Joyfully.) Now I know that I was pre-

destined to come to this house today. (To Ann; shyly.)

My mother taught me that word and its meaning.

Mr. Rutledge (Rising.) I'll take you to the voting
place in the morning and get the job for you, Lincoln.
(He crosses up to Left of chair Lincoln sits in.) Would
you like to wash up a bit now?
Lincoln (Rising and looking at his hands ruefully.)

Reckon it wouldn't be wasted energy, Sir. I'm much
obliged to you for your thought fulness.
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Mr. Rutledge (Smiling at him.) Not at all. You're
our guest, you know. (He crosses up to door Left.)

This way.
Lincoln (Bowing to the ladies.) Excuse me, please.

(He starts up stage Center. Loud shouts and angry
noises are heard off stage up Left as though an angry
crowd had gathered outside the house.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing up to French windows and
throwing them wide open.) Why, what's that noise?

("Lincoln crosses up to Right of him. McNeil rises

quickly. Mr. Rutledge looks off Left.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Anxiously.) What is it, Mr. Rut-
ledge ?

Mr. Rutledge (Turning and facing Lincoln.J It's

the Clary Grove gang! They've gathered outside the

house. I'm afraid it means trouble

!

Lincoln (In composed tones; rubbing his chin; dryly.)

Plenty of trouble, Sir—for them ! This is as good a time

as any to teach them respect and order. ("Jack Arm-
strong, a powerfully built, burly man in his late twenties,

enters quickly from off Left and appears in the Center

of the French windows. He is coarse and rough in speech

and appearance and gives the impression of possessing

great brute strength. He wears a pair of old breeches, a

faded cotton shirt, a cloth cap, no coat. His feet are en-

cased in moccasins that are worn and dirty.)

Mr. Rutledge (Turning and seeing Armstrong;
angrily.) What is the meaning of this intrusion, Sir?

Armstrong (Contemptuously.) Aw, stow it ! I'm look-

in' for a cove what calls hisself Lincoln.

Lincoln (Crossing over to Right of Armstrong.,)

Then you won't have to look any farther. I'm Lincoln.

("Mr. Rutledge crosses over to Right of French windows.

Lincoln and Armstrong stand facing each other, Lin-

coln Right of Armstrong. All those seated rise hastily.)

Armstrong (Glowering at Lincoln.,) Say, do you

know who I am?
Lincoln (Smoothly, retaining all of his composure.)
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Well, at a glance I'd say you're one of the most unpleas-

ant ruffians I've ever encountered.

Armstrong (Wrathfully.) Is zat so? Think you're

smart, don't you ? Lemme tell you that I'm the leader o'

The Clary Grove band. I've got the name fer bein' the

toughest feller in these parts. I'm a prize fighter, too.

Lincoln (Dryly.) You mean you used to be. From
now on there isn't going to be any Clary Grove band and
you're a leader who failed to lead

!

Armstrong (Ragejully.) Say, when I git through wid
you . . .

Lincoln (Breaking in on him sternly.) That's enough
of that kind of talk. And take off your cap in the pres-

ence of ladies. (He reaches up and removes Armstrong's
cap with a quick movement, then he grabs Armstrong
by the shoulders and turns him around raising his knee
and butting Armstrong in the back with it.) We'll settle

this outside. (He buts Armstrong in the back again with
his knee pushing him off Left. Lincoln exits after him.)

Ann (Terrified.) Stop them, somebody. They'll kill

poor Mr. Lincoln.

McNeil (Rushing up stage.) Don't worry. I'll help
him. (He dashes through French windows and off Left.)

Mr. Rutledge (He stands in Center of French win-
dows facing off Left.) There they go! Lincoln has a
strangle hold on Armstrong.

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing Left to just below French
windows.) Oh, Mr. Rutledge, this is shocking! ("Mary
and Mrs. Able register great fear.)

Mr. Rutledge (Spiritedly.) Armstrong has broken
away from Lincoln. Now he's coming at him again.
Look, he's stamped down on Lincoln's foot with all his

might ! ("Ann rushes up to Right of French windows.
Facing off Left, in a frenzy of excitement.) Hooray!
Look at that! ^Mrs. Rutledge rushes up to Right of
Mr. Rutledge and looks off Left as he continues ex-
citedly.) The young rail splitter has lifted Armstrong up
by the throat and off of the ground.
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Ann (Excitedly.) Oh, I want to see, too ! (She joins

Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge and faces off Left.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Loudly and enthusiastically.) He's
shaking Armstrong like a rag! Good for you, Mr. Lin-
coln ! (She claps her hands together delightedly.)

Mr. Rutledge (Jubilantly.) Now he's dashed Arm-
strong to the ground so that he's landed flat on his back.

(Joyfully.) At last we have a real fighter in our midst.

(He comes down stage to below screen. Ann joins him
standing Left of him. Mrs. Rutledge remains up stage

in Right end of French windows.)
Mrs. Able (To Mary.J And I was afraid our young

friend would be killed. (^Lincoln enters from off Left
and appears in French windozvs. He stands Left of Mrs.
Rutledge, facing her. He is calm and composed and
shows no sign of his recent combat.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Grasping Lincoln's hand and shak-
ing it heartily.) Oh, Mr. Lincoln, you were simply won-
derful! But weren't you afraid to face that dreadful
Armstrong man ?

Lincoln (Simply.) I've never been afraid of a bully,

Ma'am. Seems as though I've always had a hankering to

fight for those who are too weak or too poor to protect

themselves.

Mrs. Able. But fighting for poor folks isn't going to

get you anything, Mr. Lincoln. You'll never become
rich that way.
Lincoln (Fingering his chin thoughtfully.) Well, I

don't guess I'll miss that, Ma'am, because there's never
been a rich Lincoln yet. (Lowering his hand; straight out

front; forcefully.) I'll go right on trying to help poor
folks that can't help themselves because I'd rather be a
poor man with a heart than a rich man without a con-
science! (The others look at Lincoln approvingly and
admiringly as the curtain falls swiftly.)

CURTAIN
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ACT TWO
(Scene One)

Scene : Same as previous act.

Time : Afternoon, nine months later. May, 1832.

Discovered at Rise : Mrs. Rutledge sits on divan knit-

ting industriously. She is dressed along the same lines

as in previous act but in a different dress. The instant

the curtain rises Martha enters from door down Left.

She is dressed as in previous act.

Mrs. Rutledge (As Martha enters.) Did you get

the things I wanted from Mr. Lincoln, Martha ?

Martha (Crossing to Right of divan and nodding
assent.) Yes'm. Lucky I did, too, 'cause he was jest

closin' the store.

Mrs. Rutledge (Curiously.) Why, you were there at

noon time. He wouldn't close at that hour.

Martha (Firmly.) He would an' did. Seems like

he gave a woman the wrong change by mistake. He kept
six cents belongin' to her an' he was goin' to walk six

miles to give it back to her.

Mrs. Rutledge (Spiritedly.) I'm not at all surprised
at that. It's just like him. He has earned the name folks

here have come to call him by—Honest Abe.

Martha (Nodding assent.) Yeah, everybody in New
Salem's crazy 'bout him even though he does lay on the

counter o' the store most o' the time readin'. Guess his

store ain't doin' any too well.

Mrs. Rutledge (Knitting industriously.) Mr. Lincoln
wasn't cut out to be a clerk. Just think, he walked seven
miles in the rain yesterday just to get a book that he
wanted.
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Martha (Disgustedly.) I've never seed no book I'd

walk that far fer.

Mrs. Rutledge (Witheringly.) Well, hardly. You
wouldn't be able to read it after you got it!

Martha (Vacantly.) Readin's all right, I reckon, fer

folks what likes it. When Mr. Lincoln ain't spendin' his

time readin', he's commutin' with himself.

Mrs. Rutledge (Turning her head away to hide her
mirth.) You mean communing, Martha.
Martha (Scratching the side of her head; bewilder-

edly.) Do I ? Yeah, reckon I do. It beats me what good
friends that Jack Armstrong and Mr. Lincoln has be-

come after the way they fought the fust day he ever

showed up here.

Mrs. Rutledge (Serenely.) Oh, they made up that

very day. Jack Armstrong rushed up to Mr. Lincoln

and grasped his hand, apologizing and saying that as

long as he stayed in Sangamon County he'd be his

friend.

Martha. He told me that Honest Abe was the best

feller that ever broke into this settlement. Sez that he
can outrun, outlift, an' outwrestle any man in the United
States.

Mrs. Rutledge (Smilingly.) And outtalk anybody,
too. (She laughs lightly.)

Martha (Nodding assent.) Yeah, I reckon so. He
sure has a powerful gift o' gab. My, but he's strong!

Whenever he starts to fellin' trees you'd think they wuz
three men at work 'stead o' jest one.

Mrs. Rutledge (Enthusiastically.) Yet in spite of his

great strength and his skill as a wrestler he can be as

tender as a woman. And he has a smile that pats at one's

heart.

Martha. Jest to think—he split four hundred rails

fer each yard o' cloth to get hisself a pair o' breeches.
Said he'd hafta have 'em if he wanted to be seed in

public! ("Mrs. Rutledge laughs amusedly. Mrs. Able
enters from off Right and appears in arch. She wears a
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different dress and hat than in previous act but of the

same general style.)

Mrs. Able (As she enters.) I wasn't sure I'd find

you at home, Mrs. Rutledge. Just thought I'd take a

chance. (Martha crosses to door down Left and exits.

Mrs. Able comes down Center to Right of divan.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Politely, but without enthusiasm.)

Won't you sit, Mrs. Able?
Mrs. Able (As she sits on chair Left of table Right

of Center.) I can't stay long. (Leaning toward Mrs.
Rutledge eagerly.) Have you set the date for Ann's
wedding yet?

Mrs. Rutledge (Severely.) She's only been engaged
nine months, Mrs. Able. I don't believe in hasty mar-
riages.

Mrs. Able (Eagerly.) Then the date hasn't been

set yet?

Mrs. Rutledge (Stiffly.) Certainly not. One must
observe the proprieties, you know.

Mrs. Able (Garrulously.) I saw your husband walk-
ing with Abe Lincoln yesterday. He's here quite a lot,

isn't he?
Mrs. Rutledge (Warmly.) Mr. Rutledge has taken

a great fancy to Mr. Lincoln. We think him a charming
young man.

Mrs. Able (Grinning broadly.) Well, he surely is

funny looking. I never saw anybody so thin in all my
life.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sympathetically.) Malaria and a
spare diet are responsible for that, Mrs. Able. But they

didn't affect Mr. Lincoln's mind. It's like a piece of

steel.

Mrs. Able (Bewilderedly.) What do you mean by
that?

Mrs. Rutledge (Warmly.) I said steel because it's

hard to scratch anything on that metal and almost im-
possible after you get it there to rub it off. And that

describes Abraham Lincoln's mind accurately. ("Mr.

Rutledge enters from off Right and appears in arch
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dressed as in previous act. He carries a tall, silk hat

in his hand.)
Mr. Rutledge (As he enters.) Ah ladies ! I hope I

find you enjoying yourselves. (He comes down stage

to Left of divan and smiles at Mrs. Rutledge.,) How are

you feeling, my love?

Mrs. Rutledge (Facing him; severely.) I'd feel much
better if you'd stay at home and relieve me of some of

this work. (She knits furiously.)

Mr. Rutledge (Grinning broadly.) Are you alluding

to your knitting? I'm afraid I wouldn't be much help

with that, Mrs. Rutledge. (He chuckles heartily, crosses

up to behind table Right of Center and deposits his hat

on it.)

Mrs. Able (Eagerly.) Did you hear any news in

town, Mr. Rutledge?
Mr. Rutledge (Sitting on chair behind table.) No,

but I saw a sight that I wouldn't have missed for worlds

!

(He chuckles brightly.)

Mrs. Able (Agog with curiosity.) Do tell

!

Mr. Rutledge (Smiling warmly.) Abe Lincoln was
helping Squire Godbey get his hogs onto a flatboat down
at Blue Banks. The hogs were stubborn and slippery

and the crew couldn't chase them on board. Abe went
up to the Squire and said : "Sew their eyes shut !" And
one farmer asked Abe if hogs were easier to handle with

their eyes sewed shut and what kind of thread to use

!

(They all laugh heartily.)

Mrs. Rutledge (As she knits.) That sounds exactly

like Mr. Lincoln!

Mr. Rutledge (Enthusiastically.) After they suc-

ceeded in getting all the hogs on the boat Lincoln gath-

ered all the men around him and started spinning yarns.

Mrs. Able (In bored tones.) Really?

Mr. Rutledge (Spiritedly.) The crowd laughed so

hard they almost shook their ribs loose. I tell you that

Abe Lincoln can make a cat laugh.

Mrs. Able (In catty tones.) He seems to be a most
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unusual young man. I wonder if he's really as brave

as he appears to be?
Mr. Rutledge (Rising.) I can assure you that he is,

Mrs. Able. There just isn't any back-out in Lincoln.

He never shuns a fight when he considers it necessary

and nobody ever heard him cry "enough!"
Mrs. Able (Rising.) He has a warm champion in you,

Mr. Rutledge.

Mr. Rutledge (Warmly.) I admire his grit and per-

severance. Any man who can endure the hardships Abe
Lincoln has and rise above them deserves a helping hand
and I intend to see that he gets it!

Mrs. Rutledge (Agog with curiosity.) What do you
propose doing, Mr. Rutledge?
Mr. Rutledge (Spiritedly.) I'm working now to have

Abe Lincoln run for the next term of the Legislature.

Mrs. Able (Amazedly.) That peculiar looking speci-

men at Vandalia? Really, Mr. Rutledge, you must be
joking.

Mr. Rutledge (Determinedly.) On the contrary, Ma-
dame, I was never more serious in my life. Abe Lincoln
has earned himself the nickname of Honest Abe. Folks
around here will vote for him.

Mrs. Able (Firmly.) Never! His physical draw-
backs will prevent him from ever occupying a public
office.

Mr. Rutledge (Spiritedly.) Andy Jackson never won
any beauty prizes but he's the President of these United
States.

Mrs. Able (Desparagingly.) Oh come, Mr. Rutledge.
Comparing Mr. Lincoln to Andrew Jackson is very
fanciful to say the least. I'm afraid you're just wasting
your time on this awkward fellow. It's obvious to all

of us that he's right where he belongs, clerking in a
store—he'll never rise above that I'm quite certain.

Mrs. Rutledge (Firmly.) And I'm just as certain

that he will, Madame. We shall see who's right.

Mrs. Able (Bowing to Mrs. Rutledge.,) I really

must be going Mrs. Rutledge. Do give my love to sweet
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Ann and tell her I'm having a new gown made for her
wedding. I hope it won't be out of style by the time I

get to wear it. (She laughs lightly, bows to Mr. Rut-
ledge, crosses up to arch and exits off Right.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Angrily.) Did you hear that, Mr.
Rutledge? I'll wager that she's the one who is spreading

the gossip around New Salem that Ann and Mr. McNeil
are never going to be married.

Mr. Rutledge (Coming Center to Right of divan.)

Now calm yourself, my love. I haven't heard any gossip.

Mrs. Rutledge (Witheringly.) You'd be the last

to hear it. I've tried to pin Mr. McNeil down to a definite

date but he always evades the issue. I shall have it out

with him this very day.

Mr. Rutledge (Remonstratingly.) Don't be hasty,

Mrs. Rutledge. After all the young man has offered a

very reasonable excuse for delaying the wedding. He
wishes to have more money to his credit before he and
Ann are married.

Mrs. Rutledge (Determinedly.) The date shall be

set today or I'll know the reason why. I'm weary of

offering alibis about why Ann remains unwed, as I

just had to do with that catty Mrs. Able.

Mr. Rutledge (Frankly.) Why didn't you tell her the

real reason for the delay?

Mrs. Rutledge (In horrified tones.) And have her

spread that all over New Salem? Really, Mr. Rutledge,

there are times when I doubt your sanity.

Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) There are times when I

doubt it myself, especially when I am with you, my love.

Mrs. Rutledge (Rising; shrilly.) How dare you speak
that way to your wife? Apologize at once, Sir.

Mr. Rutledge (Grinning broadly.) Not so loud, Mrs.
Rutledge. One must observe the proprieties, you know.
(He chuckles heartily. Lincoln enters from off Right
and appears in arch. He is dressed exactly as in the

previous act and carries his same slouch hat in his hand.)

Lincoln (In his slow drawl.) Howdy, folks. Is it
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convenient for you to receive a visitor at this time of

day ? (He hesitates in arch.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing up to Left of Lincoln;
warmly.) You're always welcome here, Abe. Come right

in. (He takes his arm and leads him down stage.)

Lincoln (Bowing to Mrs. Rutledge.,) Howdy,
Ma'am. I missed seeing you these past few days. ("Mrs.

Rutledge smiles at him warmly.)
Mr. Rutledge (Indicating chair Left of table Right

of Center.) Sit down, Abe. Not wearing your good
breeches, I see.

Lincoln (As he sits on chair Left of table; smiling

ruefully.) I doubt whether they'll ever appear in public

again, Sir. They met with a most unfortunate accident.

Mr. Rutledge (As he sits behind table Right of Cen-
ter; inquiringly.) What sort of an accident, Abe?
Lincoln (Grinning broadly.) Why, you see, after

we'd loaded all those hogs onto the boat one of them
took it into his head to get off the boat and run away.
He went about a quarter of a mile and got stuck in the
mire. Now anybody knows that that's not any place

for a self-respecting hog to be quartered.
Mrs. Rutledge (Astonishedly.) You mean that you

went after Squire Godbey's hog and rescued him?
Lincoln (Modestly.) It didn't require any special

genius to do that, Ma'am. Only when I started to pull

that hog out of the mire I got so spattered with mud
that my breeches lost their respectability.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sympathetically.) And after you split

all those rails to get that cloth ! What a pity ! I hope the
Squire rewarded you for your services, Mr. Lincoln ?

Lincoln (Placing his hands in his trouser pockets;
ruefully.) Shucks, Ma'am, I'd hardly expect any pay
for helping an unfortunate little hog.

Mr. Rutledge (In sharp business-like tones.) But
you've devoted most of your day to working for the
man, Abe. How do you expect to get along if you don't
charge for your services? The thing you must learn is

that time is money!
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Lincoln (With his inimitable drawl.) That may be
but it doesn't rattle like three quarters and a dime.

Mrs. Rutledge (Firmly.) I agree with Mr. Rutledge.

You should get more credit for all of your good deeds
in the country-side, Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Grinning broadly.) Just think of all the

effort Paul Revere's horse went to, Ma'am, and he never

got much credit. ("Lincoln and Mr. Rutledge chuckle

heartily. Ann enters from door up Left dressed in a

becoming frock, different from the one worn in the

previous act but made along the same lines. As she

enters Mr. Rutledge and Lincoln rise quickly.)

Ann (As she sees Lincoln.; How do you do, Mr.
Lincoln ?

Lincoln (Bowing slightly and smiling at Ann shyly.)

Tolerable, Miss Rutledge. I need only look at you to

know that you're enjoying perfect health.

Ann (Crossing to Center stage and smiling at Mr.
Rutledge.J Do be seated, gentlemen. ("Mr. Rutledge
and Lincoln resume their seats. Ann stands at Left of
Mr. Rutledge and runs her hand over his hair affec-

tionately.) Has Mr. McNeil made his appearance yet,

Mother?
Mrs. Rutledge (Stiffly.) Not yet but when he does I

intend to have a talk with him, Ann.
Mr. Rutledge (Remonstratingly.) Now Mrs. Rut-

ledge . . .

Mrs. Rutledge (Breaking in on him quickly.) You've
heard my decision, Mr. Rutledge. (She rises quickly.

Lincoln and Mr. Rutledge rise hastily.) Don't leave

before I return, Mr. Lincoln. (As she crosses to door
down Left.) I've saved something from dinner that

you'll enjoy.

Lincoln (Gratefully.) Thank you, Ma'am. You're
always so kind.

Mrs. Rutledge (To Mr. Rutledge; stiffly.) I've a

most troublesome jar out in the kitchen that needs your
attention, Mr. Rutledge. I can't manage to open it. Come
along. (She exits quickly.)
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Mr. Rutledge (As he crosses to door down Left;
grumblingly.) I'll wager Mrs. Rutledge will find some
work for me to do after we arrive in Heaven

!

Lincoln (Smilingly.) Then it's just as well to pre-

pare for it now, Sir, so you'll be experienced. ("Mr. Rut-
ledge chuckles lightly and exits. Ann crosses to divan

and sits. Lincoln resumes his seat and regards her

shyly.)

Ann (Casually.) And how do you like New Salem by
now, Mr. Lincoln?

Lincoln (Stoutly.) Better than any place I've ever

seen, Miss Rutledge. Folks here have been fine to me.
Ann (Curiously.) Don't you ever get lonesome?
Lincoln (Shaking his head

((
no".) Not so long as I

have books to read. Mentor Graham has been mighty
encouraging. He's loaned me books and we've had long

talks together. He's a very smart man.
Ann (Nodding assent.) Indeed he is. But don't you

enjoy going to parties or dances as other young men do?
Lincoln (Shyly.) Why—er—you see it's this way,

Miss Rutledge. I'd rather chop wood in my shirt sleeves

than go to a party in a stiff collar. (He rubs his neck as

though the very thought of a collar pained him.)
Ann (Anxiously.) What do you expect to do in later

life, Mr. Lincoln ? We hear reports that Mr. Offutt isn't

doing so well with his store.

Lincoln (Soberly.) I expect it to close up any time.

Last week he couldn't afford to pay me anything.
Ann (Indignantly.) But he shouldn't expect you to

work for nothing. You ought to look some other place

for work.
Lincoln (Smiling.) My father used to say that if

anybody makes a bad bargain they should hug it all the
tighter.

Ann (Protestingly.) I know, but . . .

Lincoln (Breaking in on her quickly.) Excuse me,
Miss Rutledge, but I contracted to work for Denton
Offutt and as long as he keeps his store open I'll stick

with him.
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Ann (Persistently.) But you have other ambitions,

Mr. Lincoln?
Lincoln (Embarrassedly.) Why—er—if I told you

what my ambitions are you'd only laugh at me.
Ann (Indignantly.) Indeed I would not. I know that

you've written letters for the poor folks in the settlement

who can neither read or write and you've helped them
with their various problems. Father says you have a
definite talent for oratory. Have you ever thought of

studying law ? (She looks up at him eagerly.)

Lincoln (Rising; astonishedly.) I'm beginning to be-

lieve that you can read my mind, Miss Rutledge. That
is my ambition.

Ann (Eagerly.) Have you ever tried to write any-

thing, Mr. Lincoln?

Lincoln (Modestly.) Well, I wrote something today
on the back of this envelope. (He stands just below chair

Left of table, reaches into his inside coat pocket and
brings forth a large white envelope.) You know the

Kongapoo's lost their little son Johnny some months ago
and they want an inscription for his tombstone. His
father asked me to think up something.

Ann (Agog with curiosity.) And have you?
Lincoln (Nodding assent.) Yes. I have it here.

Would you like to hear it?

Ann (Enthusiastically.) Oh yes, indeed. Do read it

to me!
Lincoln (Reading aloud from the back of the en-

velope.)

"Here lies poor Johnny Kongapoo,
Have mercy on him, gracious God,
As he would do if he was God
And you were Johnny Kongapoo !"

(He clears his throat expressively and resumes his seat.)

Ann (Turning her head away and resisting a desire to

laugh.) That's most clever and original, Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Shyly.) Thank you, Miss Rutledge. (He
replaces the envelope in his inside coat pocket.) You
know, I've been talking to Mentor Graham about study-
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ing law and he advises me to begin by reading Blackstone.

But where would I ever get the first book ?

Ann (Encouragingly.) I'm sure the way will be pro-

vided, Mr. Lincoln. If you just wish hard enough it will

come to pass.

Lincoln (Rubbing his chin thoughtfully.) I don't

think any human could wish that hard, but I'll give it

a try!

Ann (Admiringly.) We all heard about the incident

of the Widow Graves and her tea. Father was especially

proud of you, Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Modestly.) Nothing to be proud of about
that. You see, I used the wrong weights when I put the

tea on the scale and by the time I discovered my mistake,

the Widow Graves had left the store.

Ann (Exultantly.) And you walked seven miles to

take her the quarter of a pound of tea. That's why the

folks around here speak of you as Honest Abe.
Lincoln (Embarrassedly.) I couldn't keep something

that didn't belong to me, could I ? My mother taught me
early in life to be honest. I promised her I'd never take
anything I didn't have a right to have.

Ann (Curiously.) You were born in Kentucky, weren't
you? ("Lincoln nods.) So was I. I've been considering
attending a Seminary in Jacksonville.

Lincoln (Bewilderedly.) But you are engaged to

marry Mr. McNeil.
Ann (Simply.) Yes, that is why I've changed my

plans. (She rises. Lincoln jumps up quickly.) It's a
very solemn thing, getting married, Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Rubbing his chin; thoughtfully.) There's
only one thing more solemn than getting married and that

is not getting married.

Ann (Laughing lightly.) I'm afraid you're right. If

you'll excuse me for a few minutes I'm going to try to

find a book that I want to loan you. (She crosses up to

door Left.)

Lincoln (Eagerly.) What is the book, Miss Rutledge?

Ann (Smiling at him.) Oh, you mustn't ask that. I
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want to surprise you. (She laughs lightly and exits. Lin-
coln resumes his seat Left of table. McNeil enters from
Right and appears in arch dressed as in previous act.)

McNeil (As he enters.) Ah Lincoln, you're alone, I

see.

Lincoln (Cordially.) Miss Rutledge has gone to get a

book for me.
McNeil (Coming down stage to divan and sitting on

Right end of it.) Then this will be a good opportunity

to ask for your help. I was coming to your store when I

left here. Now I won't have to.

Lincoln (Modestly.) I'll be glad to help in any way
that I'm able, McNeil.
McNeil (In troubled tones.) You see, Lincoln, it's

this way. Last November I bought a farm for a small

sum of money and the deed was drawn in the name of

John McNeil.
Lincoln (Nodding assent.) Well, that's all right. John

McNeil is your name, isn't it?

McNeil (Looking around the room to be sure they

are alone, then back to Lincoln.,) No, my real name is

McNamar. Now I'm beginning to feel uneasy about my
land-holdings since they are all registered under my
assumed name.
Lincoln (Bewilderedly.) But why did you change

your name when you arrived in New Salem?
McNeil (Evasively.) I'd rather not go into that if you

don't mind, Lincoln. It had to do with family troubles

that I don't like to discuss.

Lincoln (In puzzled tones.) But what do you want
me to do?
McNeil (Worriedly.) You're so handy at drawing up

deeds and things of that sort. I want you to draw up a

new deed under my legal name of McNamar for that

Cameron farm that I bought last November.

Lincoln (Regarding him steadily.) I'll be glad to do

it for you. Does Miss Rutledge know of the change in

your name?
McNeil (Rising quickly.) Not yet. And I must ask
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you to please regard what I've told you in the strictest

confidence.

Lincoln (Rising and facing him.) I shall keep your
secret, of course. But you can't get married under the

McNeil name. It wouldn't be right.

McNeil (Nervously.) No—er—of course not. I un-
derstand that. I shall acquaint Ann with the true facts

before the wedding takes place. (Anxiously.) You'll

start drawing up the deed for me today, won't you ?

Lincoln (Nodding assent.) At my earliest con-

venience.

McNeil (Anxiously.) What will it cost?

Lincoln (Lightly.) Just the money for the deed and
the registration. I couldn't charge you any money for

such a small amount of work.
McNeil (Greatly relieved.) I knew I could depend on

you. You see. I didn't want to engage a lawyer to do
this for me since it would have leaked out about my name
and distressed Ann and her family.

Lincoln (Dryly.) And besides, lawyers charge fees.

(Smilingly.) Well, some day I might be a lawyer and
then I'll charge you plenty.

McNeil (Smiling broadly.) You a lawyer, Abe?
That's funny, that is. (He chuckles heartily.)

Mr. Rutledge (As he enters door down Left carrying
a newspaper.) This situation looks mighty grave to me.
(He stops at sight of McNeil.,) Well, gentlemen, war
has been declared!

Lincoln and McNeil (Together.) War? ("Lincoln
stands below chair Left of table Right of Center. Mc-
Neil stands below Right end of divan.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing up to Left of Lincoln and
handing him the paper.) Yes, against the Black Hawks.
Chief Black Hawk went to visit President Jackson and
defied him openly.

McNeil (In troubled tones.) They are a fiendish band
of Indians, those Black Hawks. They war on women and
children.
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Lincoln (Studying the newspaper.) I shall offer my
services at once.

Mr. Rutledge (Turning to McNeil.,) How about
you, Sir? You'll go, too, of course.

McNeil (Nervously.) Why—I—you see, my business

will prevent it just now.
Lincoln (Looking up from his newspaper; quietly.)

I haven't any business except to serve America in a
crisis.

Mr. Rutledge. If I were a few years younger I'd

join up and go after those Indians with you, Abe. (Ann
enters door up Left carrying a book.) They must be
taught law and order.

Lincoln (Looking straight out front.) I am opposed
to fighting and killing. But when it comes to defending
our own people I'll fight to the last ditch

!

Ann (Coming down stage to Left of Mr. Rutledge.J
What's all this talk about fighting, Father?
Mr. Rutledge (Solemnly.) President Jackson has de-

clared war on the Black Hawk Indians. Abe, here, is

going to join up.

Ann (Turning to McNeil.) You'll go, too, John?
McNeil (Nervously.) Why—er—I've just explained

that my business will keep me from volunteering, Ann.
Mr. Rutledge (Taking Lincoln's arm and leading

him to door Right.) Come in here with me, Abe. I've

something to say to you.

Ann (Turning to Lincoln.,) I shall embroider a pow-
der pouch for you, Mr. Lincoln. And on it I'll stitch the

words, "Victory or Death!"
Lincoln (Turning to her and rubbing his chin thought-

fully.) Well, maybe that would be a little too drastic.

Better make it, "Victory or Crippled!" (Mr. Rutledge
chuckles heartily and exits door Right with Lincoln.
Ann crosses to chair Left of table and sits.)

McNeil (He stands Left of chair she sits in.) Ann,
I've come over today to tell you of my plans.

Ann (Placing her book on the table; simply.) I'm

listening, John. (Mrs. Rutledge sweeps into the room
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from door dozvn Left. She sees McNeil and an angry

expression appears on her face.)

McNeil (Bowing politely to Mrs. Rutledge.J Mrs.
Rutledge ! It's a pleasure to see you, I'm sure.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sweeping up to Left of McNeil;
determinedly.) It might not be such a pleasure after

you've heard what I'm about to say.

Ann (Astonishedly.) Mother!
Mrs. Rutledge (Angrily.) I'll handle this in my own

fashion, Ann. (To McNeil.J When you first asked for

my daughter's hand in marriage you were not only eager

but impatient to set a date. Since then every time the

subject has been broached you have evaded the issue, Mr.
McNeil. Now either you agree to a date today or the

engagement shall be terminated.

Ann (Lowering her head embarrassedly.) Mother!
Say no more, please.

Mrs. Rutledge (To McNeil; irately.) Well, you have
heard me, Sir. Speak up. What have you to say?
McNeil (Nervously.) Why—er—I regret that circum-

stances over which I have had no control have been re-

sponsible for the delay. I am more anxious than ever

to marry Ann.
Mrs. Rutledge (Slightly mollified.) Well, that's bet-

ter. Shall we say a week from Sunday, then ?

McNeil (Evasively.) Why—er—I'm afraid that will

be impossible, Mrs. Rutledge. You see, I won't be here.

Mrs. Rutledge (Loudly and shrilly.) What?
McNeil (Greatly embarrassed.) The fact is, my aged

parents in New York State are ill and in need of financial

aid. It is my plan to go to them as soon as I have certain

things put in order, bring them here and install them on
a farm that I own.

Ann (Rising.) I understand, John. Your first duty
is to your parents. Go to them, by all means and when
you return I shall be waiting for you.

Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) Humph! Another delay.

Your folks picked a mighty poor time to be sick if you
ask me! (She crosses to divan and sits. Jack Arm-
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strong rushes on from off Right and appears in arch.

He is dressed as in previous act.)

Armstrong (As he enters; excitedly.) 'Scuse me,
folks, but is Abe Lincoln here? (He rushes down stage

to Left of McNeilJ
Ann (To Armstrong.,) He's in with Father. Shall I

call him?
Armstrong (Politely.) If you please, Ma'am. ("Ann

crosses to door Right and opens it calling off Right, "Mr.
Lincoln, will you step this way, please?" Then she crosses

down stage Right to settee and sits.)

Mrs. Rutledge (To Armstrong; pointedly.) I hope
you haven't come here to fight again, Mr. Armstrong ?

Armstrong (Rubbing the top of his head; ruefully.)

I'm goin' to fight, Ma'am, but not with Abe Lincoln.

Once was too much!

Lincoln (He enters quickly door Right followed by
Mr. Rutledge. He registers surprise at seeing Arm-
strongJ Jack! Are you looking for me? Has some-
thing happened? (He crosses up to behind table Right

of Center. McNeil crosses down Right and stands below
settee where Ann sits. Mr. Rutledge goes over to Right

of table Right of Center.)

Armstrong (Crossing up to Left of Lincoln and ex-

tending his hand.) Somethin's happened, all right. You're
not plain Abe Lincoln any longer.

Lincoln (Bewilderedly.) Eh?
Armstrong (Grasping Lincoln's hand and shaking

it heartily.) The Clary Grove boys have organized a

volunteer outfit to fight the Black Hawk Indians and
we've elected you as our Captain. So you're Captain

Lincoln now! ("Mrs. Rutledge and Ann rise quickly.

A buss of approval meets Armstrong's announcement.)

Mr. Rutledge (Warmly.) Congratulations, Captain
Lincoln

!

Armstrong (Placing a hand on Lincoln's arm and
leading him up to arch.) The boys are waitin' fer you to

take command o' 'em, Abe. What'll we use fer a battle
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cry? (They pause below arch, Lincoln Right of Arm-
strong and facing each other.)

Lincoln (In his usual drawling manner.) We-el, I

don't know exactly. You see, I . . . (He pauses, his

eyes lighting up with sudden inspiration.) I have it ! My
company shall have the most distinct battle cry of any of

the volunteers ! Just one simple word.
Armstrong (Eagerly.) What'll that one word be,

Captain ?

Lincoln (Humorously.) A word that is very easy to

remember. They won't be able to forget it.

Mr. Rutledge (Agog with curiosity.) What's the

word, Captain?
Lincoln (Straight out front; loudly.) Ouch! (The

others laugh loudly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (After the laughter has subsided; en-

thusiastically.) I'm sure you'd do more than your share

toward quelling this war. (She looks directly at Lin-
coln.,)

Mr. Rutledge (Excitedly.) I know he will.

Lincoln (Straight out front; humorously.) Well, I

can't say I'm certain about that, but one thing I am sure

of. In case my boys get the worst of it Til make them
run so fast the enemy won't ever catch up with us! (He
chuckles heartily, grasps Armstrong's arm and exits

through arch and off Right. Those remaining on stage

laugh heartily as the curtain falls to denote a lapse of
time.)

CURTAIN
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SCENE TWO
Scene : Same as previous scene.

Time: Six months later; an afternoon in November,
1832. The book that was placed on table by Ann has

been removed. All characters dressed as in previous

scene unless otherwise stated.

Discovered at Rise : Mr. Rutledge sits on chair Left of
table Right of Center, reading a newspaper. The in-

stant the curtain rises Jack Armstrong enters from
door down Left.

Armstrong (As he enters; as though speaking to some-
one off stage.) Glad to be able to help you, Missus Rut-
ledge, Ma'am.
Mr. Rutledge (Looking up from his newspaper.) Did

you finish the job for Mrs. Rutledge, Armstrong?
Armstrong (Crossing to Left of chair Mr. Rutledge

sits in.) All finished, Sir.

Mr. Rutledge (Placing a hand in trouser pocket.) I

want to give you something for your trouble.

Armstrong (Drawing away.) 'Tain't necessary, Mr.
Rutledge. Any friend o' Abe Lincoln's is a friend o' mine.
Mr. Rutledge (Withdrawing his hand from trouser

pocket; gratefully.) You've changed a lot since you first

met Abe, Armstrong.
Armstrong (Embarrassedly.) Reckon we all have.

The gang ain't so tough since Abe took holt o' us. He
reasons with the boys an' shows 'em that his ways is the

best.

Mr. Rutledge (Inquiringly.) Abe is a frequent visitor

at your house, isn't he?
Armstrong (Proudly.) He don't come often enuff to

suit us. My wife's alius worryin' fer fear Abe'll get

took sick 'cause he neglects himself so. He's crazy 'bout

our baby. Sets at the cradle an' watches over it like it

was his.

Mr. Rutledge (Warmly.) Abe Lincoln is a soldier of

humanity

!

Armstrong (Grinning broadly.) He sure was a great
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soldier in The Black Hawk War. Wished you coulda

seed him the first day out.

Mr. Rutledge (Interestedly.) What happened, Arm-
strong? I never can get Abe to talk about himself.

Armstrong (Enthusiastically.) No, he ain't one to

boast. Well, Sir, we wuz marchin' in comp'ny front

'crost a field an' we come to a gateway. The gate wuz
closed an' we had to march through it.

Mr. Rutledge (Eagerly.) Didn't Abe give you the

company command?
Armstrong (Grinning broadly.) To save his life he

couldn't think what the command wuz to get his comp'ny
through the gate endwise so he just rubbed his chin fer a

second an' shouted out : "This comp'ny is dismissed fer

two minutes, when it will fall in again on the other side

o' the gate !" (He chuckles heartily. Mr. Rutledge joins

him.)

Mr. Rutledge (After the laughter has subsided.) Do
you feel that Abe will be elected to the Legislature, Arm-
strong?

Armstrong (Loyally.) Every last man in our gang'll

vote fer him an 'all our friends, too. We need men like

him at Vandalia.

Mr. Rutledge (Proudly.) My opinion exactly. That's
why I used my influence to get the nomination for him.

Armstrong (As he crosses up to arch.) If you need
me again jest lemme know, Mr. Rutledge. Glad to be o'

help any time.

Mr. Rutledge (Rising.) Thanks, and convey our
best wishes to your wife, fArmstrong smiles and exits

through arch and off Right.)

Mrs. Rutledge (As she enters door down Left.) That
Armstrong man is mighty handy, Mr. Rutledge. (Look-
ing around the room inquiringly.) Where's Ann? (She
crosses to divan and sits.)

Mr. Rutledge (Resuming his seat and picking up his
nezvspaper.) In her room, reading.

Mrs. Rutledge (Gloomily.) That's the way she spends
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most of her time these days. (Tearfully.) I can't under-
stand how a man pould descend to such practice.

Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Now don't start talking about
that McNeil scoundrel again, Mrs. Rutledge. I want to

forget him.

Mrs. Rutledge (Angrily.) If I were a man I'd find

him if I had to hunt all over the world for him and lash

him as he deserves. It's been six months since he left

here and Ann's never had one word from him.

Mr. Rutledge (Serenely.) Ann is bearing up bravely,

I'm happy to say, Mrs. Rutledge.

Mrs. Rutledge (Witheringly.) Rushing to Abe Lin-

coln twice a day to see if he has a letter for her from
that scamp.

Mr. Rutledge (His eyes on his newspaper.) Abe
knows how anxious she is to get a letter from McNeil.
If anything came for Ann he'd bring it over. He's the

best postmaster we've ever had.

Mrs. Rutledge (Tearfully.) And the way they're

gossiping about our Ann is simply scandalous. Every-
body in the settlement knows that she's been jilted.

Mr. Rutledge (Looking up from his newspaper;
soothingly.) Don't take it so to heart, Mrs. Rutledge.

It hasn't seemed to hurt Ann's chances any. Sam Hill

seems quite determined to court her. (Sam Hill, in his

early twenties, of medium height, enters from off Right

and comes through arch. He is well groomed and attrac-

tive and almost foppishly attired in a frock coat, mauve
colored trousers, bound in braid, a loud colored waistcoat,

white wing collar and black Windsor tie with large flow-

ing ends. Carries a walking stick and a tall silk hat.)

Sam (As he enters.) Mr. Rutledge! Mrs. Rutledge!

This is indeed a pleasure. (He comes down Center to

Left of divan, takes Mrs. Rutledge's hand and raises

it to his lips, then drops it and turns to Mr. Rutledge
and bows.)

Mr. Rutledge (Rising; politely.) Won't you sit down,
Hill?

Sam (Gratefully.) Thank you, Sir. (Mr. Rutledge
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crosses up to chair behind table Right of Center and sits.

Sam crosses to chair Left of table that Mr. Rutledge
has just vacated and sits.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Effusively.) A lovely day for this

time of year, don't you think, Mr. Hill? Not at all cold.

Mr. Rutledge (To Sam.J I was just reading in the

paper that somebody sent a twenty-five pound turkey to

the Legislature at Vandalia. .

Sam (Sneeringly.) Well, that bird has a better chance

of reaching the Legislature than Abe Lincoln has!

Mr. Rutledge (Firmly.) I wouldn't be too sure of

that, Sir.

Sam (Sarcastically.) Can't the party raise any better

material than Lincoln, Mr. Rutledge?
Mrs. Rutledge (Pointedly.) Mr. Rutledge was re-

sponsible for Mr. Lincoln receiving the nomination.

Sam (Smiling broadly.) You're a brave man to do
that, Mr. Rutledge. I wouldn't want it on my conscience.

Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) There were some folks who
thought Abe wouldn't make a good postmaster. But now
they're quite willing to admit they were wrong.
Sam (Sneeringly.) Oh, I don't know. Some of us feel

that he just wanted the job so that he could get to read

the newspapers.

Mrs. Rutledge (Eagerly.) Why are you so opposed
to Mr. Lincoln, Mr. Hill?

Sam (Irately.) He's always forcing himself in where
he isn't wanted.

Mr. Rutledge (Firmly.) I don't know of one home
in New Salem where Abe Lincoln's presence isn't looked
for eagerly. Our only trouble is that we don't see enough
of him.

Sam (lealously.) Does Miss Ann share those senti-

ments ?

Mr. Rutledge (Firmly.) Certainly, Sir. Our Ann is

intensely interested in seeing Lincoln achieve his ambi-
tion.

Sam (Derisively.) Wants to be a lawyer, eh? Just
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picture him standing in a court room and facing a jury?
Why, the idea is fantastic

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Warmly.) I can picture Abe Lincoln
doing anything that is just and right. If he does become
a lawyer he'll never take a case unless he knows his

client is innocent.

Mr. Rutledge (Smiling happily.) Right you are, Mrs.
Rutledge. Wherever truth and honesty abides . . . right

there you'll find Abe Lincoln.

Sam (Sneeringly.) I'm sorry that I can't echo your
exalted opinions of him, Mr. Rutledge. He'll never be

admitted to the bar.

Mr. Rutledge (Firmly.) I'm sure he will be. He
possesses the faculty of gaining knowledge from men
who have spent years in acquiring it. There are no limits

to what he can and will accomplish. (^Lincoln enters

from off Right and appears in arch. He wears a coonskin

cap on his head.)

Lincoln (As he enters; jovially.) The postmaster

has arrived on an unofficial visit. (He comes down Cen-
ter and removes his cap. Three or four letters are inside

his cap and he is careful not to let them drop from the

cap. When Lincoln enters Mr. Rutledge and Sam
rise quickly.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing to Right of Lincoln and
extending his hand cordially.) Glad you dropped in, Abe.

Lincoln (Smiling at him.) Thank you, Sir. (He re-

leases Mr. Rutledge's hand and crosses over to Right

of Mrs. RutledgeJ And how is the prettiest lady in

New Salem?

Mrs. Rutledge (Coyly.) Oh, Mr. Lincoln, you're al-

ways joking. (She sits on Left end of divan and motions

Lincoln to sit Right of her; he complies. Mr. Rutledge
and Sam resume their same seats.)

Martha (As she enters door down Left.) 'Scuse me,
Ma'am, but I . . . (She pauses at sight of Lincoln and
looks toward him eagerly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Inquiringly.) What is it, Martha ?
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Martha (Looking at LincolnJ Oh, Mr. Lincoln,

have you got a letter fer me?
Lincoln (Removing the letters from his cap and sort-

ing over them.) What's the name, please ?

Martha (Vacantly.) You know my name. It's Mar-
tha.

Lincoln (Looking at her and smiling ; teasingly.) I

mean, what's the last name?
Martha (Blankly.) That'll be on the letter ! (Every-

body except Martha laugh lightly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (After the laughter has subsided.) Is

tea ready, Martha?
Martha (Nodding assent.) All ready, Ma'am. But I

don't know what's happened to the honey. I found two
hairs in it.

Lincoln (Grinning broadly.) Two hairs in the honey ?

Must be off the comb! ("Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge laugh
heartily. Martha darts an angry glance at Lincoln,
holds her head high and exits door down Left.)
Sam (To Lincoln; sneeringly.) I saw you on that

horse of yours, this morning, Lincoln. It's not much of

a horse, I'd say.

Lincoln (With his usual quiet drawl.) Well, it has
four legs and a place for a saddle. That's all any horse
has.

Sam (Sarcastically.) Your store met with a disastrous

end, didn't it, Lincoln?
Lincoln (Nodding assent.) That's right. It just wink-

ed itself out in a short time.

Sam (Condescendingly.) I'm afraid you'll never get

very far, Lincoln. You haven't any money sense.

Lincoln (Grinning broadly.) Don't need it. I never
have any money to be sensible about. (He rubs his chin

and clears his throat. Mr. Rutledge chuckles heartily.)

Sam (Sneeringly.) I hear you addressed a group of
farmers yesterday and asked them to vote for you.

Lincoln (Soberly.) That's right. I told them that I

love America because it's my home but that I love it

twice as much because it's a free country.
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Mr. Rutledge (Firmly.) Abe's going to be elected,

too.

Lincoln (Humbly.) I doubt it, Sir. It is too big a

thing for me. I'll never get it.

Sam (Rising.) I agree with you, Lincoln. A man
should always realize his limitations. And now if you'll

excuse me, I'll run along. Kindly convey my respects to

Miss Rutledge and tell her I'll stop by later. ("Mr. Rut-
ledge and Lincoln rise.)

Mrs. Rutledge (To Sam.) Mr. Lincoln is making a

speech this evening, Mr. Hill. Wouldn't you like to come
along with us and hear him ?

Sam (Crossing up to arch, then turning and facing

Lincoln sneeringly.) I'll come, providing the good Lord
spares me that long.

Lincoln (Solemnly.) Well, if He doesn't be sure to

let us know and we won't expect you! (Sam glares at

him angrily. Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge laugh amusedly.

Sam exits off Right quickly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (After the laughter has subsided.)

You're just in time for tea, Mr. Lincoln. Come along.

(She crosses to door down Left. Mr. Rutledge crosses

down to door and opens it for her; she exits. )

Lincoln (Smiling at Mr. Rutledge.J I'll be right in,

Sir. I'd like to go over my speech and tone it up a bit.

(Mr. Rutledge nods and exits door down Left. Lin-
coln crosses to chair Left of table Right of Center and
sits placing his cap, and the letters on table. Then he

reaches into inside coat pocket and brings forth a few
folded sheets of white paper and a pencil. He starts

looking over one of the sheets of paper pursing his lips,

a thoughtful expression on his face. Mrs. Able enters

from off Right and appears in arch.)

Mrs. Able (As she sees Lincoln, she comes dozvn

Center to Left of chair he sits in; effusively.) Oh, Mr.
Lincoln! How fortunate to meet you here.

Lincoln (Rising; politely.) You looking for a letter,

too, Ma'am?
Mrs. Able (Coyly.) No, I've already received mine.
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But do sit down. ("Lincoln sits and starts to read his

speech to himself centering all of his interest on it.) It's

strange that you should speak of a letter. I've just receiv-

ed one from my niece, Miss Owens. (She giggles coyly.)

Lincoln (Absent-mindedly and without looking up
from his sheet of paper.) Really ?

Mrs. Able (Pointedly.) She inquired particularly for

you, Mr. Lincoln. (Taking a step nearer to him; signifi-

cantly.) You know, I don't think you get the proper care.

You should have a wife to look after you. (She giggles

again.)

Lincoln (Not paying the slightest bit of attention to

her.) Eh?
Mrs. Able (Effusively.) I said you ought to have a

wife to take care of you and look after your interests.

I've a good mind to write Miss Owens and ask her to

visit me. I'm sure you and she would get along famously.

Lincoln (Looking up from his paper; bewilderedly.)
Excuse me! What were you saying, Ma'am?
Mrs. Able (Coyly.) I said I was thinking of asking

Miss Owens to visit here with me again. Does the plan
meet with your approval ?

Lincoln (Returning to his sheet of paper; absent-
mindedly.) Why yes, yes of course.

Mrs. Able (Elatedly.) That's splendid! I'll write to
her immediately. (A broad smile suffuses her face.)
Where's Mrs. Rutledge?

Lincoln (Without looking up.) In the dining room
serving tea.

Mrs. Able (As she crosses to door down Left.) I

won't mention a word of this to anybody until my niece
arrives. (Excitedly.) Just fancy how surprised every-
body will be ! I'm all agog ! (She giggles coyly and exits.

Lincoln places his sheet of paper on table and makes a
notation on it in pencil as though correcting something.
Ann enters door up Left and comes down Center to Left
of chair Lincoln sits in. She coughs discreetly to attract
his attention.)
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Lincoln (Looking up and seeing her, he jumps up
quickly.) Ann! Er—I mean, Miss Rutledge.
Ann (Crossing to divan and sitting; demurely.) That's

the first time you ever called me Ann!
Lincoln (Crossing over to Right of divan.) It's the

way I always think of you. I'll never forget the first

time I heard that name. My mother was telling me about
my grandmother whom I never saw. Her name was Ann,
too. I've always thought it the most beautiful name I've

ever heard.

Ann (Shyly.) Really, Mr. Lincoln?

Lincoln (Crossing back to table and picking up his

sheets of paper and placing them in his inside pocket
along with his pencil.) I'm sorry to have to disappoint

you again today. There isn't any letter for you. (His
face assumes a sober expression.)

Ann (Straight out front; bravely.) I'm through look-

ing for word from Mr. McNeil. He knows where I am.
If he doesn't care enough to write to me I'm certain I

don't care enough to try to find him.

Lincoln (Sympathetically.) Have patience a little

longer ! I'm sure he'll write and explain everything.

Ann (Shaking her head "no".) My instinct tells me
that he left New Salem in order to avoid our marriage.

That's what they say behind my back.

Lincoln (Crossing to Right of divan; indignantly.)

I'll never believe that, Miss Rutledge. McNeil couldn't

be such a scoundrel. He's weak, perhaps, and thought-

less, but I'm sure he'd never harm anybody.

Ann (Quietly.) You are the only person who has de-

fended him. (She moves over Left on divan; shyly.)

You look so uncomfortable standing. Won't you sit down,
Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Embarrassedly.) Why—er—thanks, I don't

mind if I do. (He sits on divan Right of Ann, his man-
ner betraying great nervousness.)

Ann (Demurely.) Would you leave a girl you were en-

gaged to for six whole months and never communicate
with her in any way, Mr. Lincoln?
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Lincoln (Running a finger behind his collar, nervous-

ly.) Why—that is— 1 can't ever imagine being engaged,

Miss Rutledge.

Ann (Looking directly at him; mischievously.) Then
it's true what folks say about you? You are afraid of

girls.

Lincoln (Jumping up quickly.) Well, I don't know
about that. You see, a woman is the only thing I'm

afraid of that I know won't hurt me.
Ann (Shyly.) Do sit down. (He takes a deep breath,

registers great embarrassment and sits.) Don't you be-

lieve in love, Mr. Lincoln? (She faces straight out front

and glances up at him out of the corner of one eye.)

Lincoln (Stammeringly.) T-That all d-depends on
what you mean by 1-love.

Ann (Solemnly.) Shall I tell you what love means
to me? (He nods.) Love, Mr. Lincoln, should mean
helping, understanding and cheering.

Lincoln (Repeating the words after her.) Helping
and cheering ! I—I . . . (He jumps up quickly.) I think

I'd better go. (He looks around helplessly.)

Ann (Pulling at his coat sleeve.) Oh, not yet. The last

time I saw you you said you had a surprise for me. What
is it? I insist that you tell me now.
Lincoln (Rubbing a hand over his forehead nervous-

ly.) Well, all right. (He resumes his seat.) D'you re-

member our conversation about Blackstone and how you
said if I hoped hard enough the way would be shown?
Ann (Nodding assent) Indeed I do.

Lincoln (Drawlingly.) Well, just before my store

winked itself out a stranger passed with a small cart on
which he had a barrel. He needed money so badly for

food that I gave him fifty cents for the barrel.

Ann (Eagerly.) What was in it, Mr. Lincoln?

Lincoln (Smilingly.) I never opened it until the day
before we closed the store. The top of the barrel was
filled with rubbish, but on the very bottom was a copy
of "Blackstone's Rudimentary Laws and Statutes" in

perfect condition.
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Ann (Excitedly.) How wonderful! I knew that my
prayers would be answered! (She claps her hands to-

gether jubilantly.)

Lincoln (Solemnly.) You prayed for me?
Ann (With wide-eyed innocence.) Why of course. I

pray for all my friends when I'm anxious for them to have
some special blessing sent them. (Eagerly.) You're
studying the law book, Mr. Lincoln ?

Lincoln (Nodding assent.) I've hardly closed my eyes

in sleep during those nights when I was free to study.

It's a wonderful book. And just think, if I'm elected to

the Legislature I'll have all the books I want at my com-
mand.
Ann (Firmly.) You're going to make a fine lawyer,

Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Doubtfully.) Well, I owe a thousand dol-

lars—that's my National Debt.

Ann (Confidently.) You'll pay it back—every penny.

Then, when you're free of debt and established in your
own law offices you can ask the girl you care for to

marry you. (She glances up at him archly.)

Lincoln (Ruefully.) No girl would wait that long

for a man.

Ann (Her hands folded in her lap; simply.) I would.

Lincoln (Fingering his collar nervously.) D'you mean
it? (She nods simply, looking straight out front shyly.

Lincoln takes a deep breath as though gathering all his

courage.) Ann, have you any objection to plodding

through life with me?
Ann (Turning to him and facing him, her face trans-

figured with joy.) Abraham ! Do you mean it ?

Lincoln (Grinningly.) I sure do, but I don't know
how I ever got up enough gumption to ask you

!

Ann (Placing a hand on his arm.) Oh, Abraham, how
wonderful it will be to stand at your side and guide you

on to great endeavors ! I don't care how long it takes be-

fore we're married. Your career must always come first

!

Lincoln (Simply.) Ann! There's no finer treasure
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on earth than the love of a good woman. (They smile

at each other warmly.)
Mrs. Rutledge (Entering quickly door down Left.)

Abraham ! Why haven't you . . . ? (She pauses at sight

of Ann.,) Ann, we're waiting for you in the dining room.
Come along. One must observe the proprieties, you know.
("Lincoln jumps up quickly at Mrs. Rutledge's en-

trance.)

Lincoln (Nervously.) It's my fault, Mrs. Rutledge,

Ma'am, I detained Ann.
Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing up to Right of Lincoln.)

I suppose I should congratulate you on your engagement,
Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Bewilderedly.) But—er—how did you know ?

Mrs. Rutledge (Complacently.) Why, Mrs. Able
just told me. She knows everything.

Ann (Rising quickly; astonishedly.) But who told

Mrs. Able ? (She darts a curious glance at Lincoln.J
Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) There's nothing strange

about her knowing, is there, considering that Mr. Lincoln

is going to marry her niece, Miss Mary Owens ?

Ann (Astonishedly.) What?
Mrs. Rutledge (Delighted at the sensation she is caus-

ing.) Mrs. Able told Mr. Lincoln that he ought to have
a wife and that she was going to ask Miss Owens to

visit with her just to bring about the match and he ac-

quiesed.

Lincoln (Running a hand over his forehead nervous-
ly.) Is that what she was blabbing about while I was go-

ing over my speech? Well, you could knock me down as

easy as licking a dish

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Bewilderedly.) You mean you didn't

know what she was hinting at?

Lincoln (Hastily.) Of course I didn't! If I had I

never would have proposed to Ann

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Taken aback; amazedly.) What?
Lincoln (Smiling warmly at Ann.) That's right. Ann

has promised to take me for better or for worse and
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no matter how bad I turn out, Ma'am. (Ann smiles at

him reassuringly.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Coming to with a start.) Well, you'll

have to inform Mrs. Able of this immediately, Mr. Lin-
coln.

Lincoln (Nervously.) Er—must I? Couldn't I just

write her a short note?

Mrs. Rutledge (Firmly.) Certainly not. I insist that

you tell her at once. (She crosses down to door Left and
opens it calling off Left.) Mrs. Able ! Would you mind
coming in here for a moment, please? (Lincoln glances

at Ann anxiously; her smile reassures him.)

Lincoln (Beside himself with nervousness.) I—er—

I

dread telling Mrs. Able this more than an Irishman
dreads the halter!

Mrs. Able (Bustling into the room importantly.) You
wanted me, Mrs. Rutledge?
Mrs. Rutledge (Jubilantly.) Yes, Mr. Lincoln has

something to say to you. (Lincoln crosses up Left to

in front of fireplace.)

Mrs. Able (Crossing over to below table Right of Cen-
ter.) What is it, Mr. Lincoln?

Mrs. Rutledge (Placing an arm around Ann; hastily,

before Lincoln has a chance to reply.) We'll leave you
alone together. One must observe the proprieties, you
know. Come, Ann dear. (She leads Ann to door down
Left, turns and darts a triumphant glance at Mrs. Able,
and exits with Ann.,)
Mrs. Able (Effusively.) What is it, Mr. Lincoln?

("Lincoln comes down Center to Left of her and she

continues garrulously before he has a chance to reply.)

I know! You wish to plead with me to hasten Miss

Owen's arrival here! Well, I'll do the best I can, dear

boy.

Lincoln (Nervously.) Er—on the contrary, I want

to beg you to postpone her arrival permanently.

Mrs. Able (Astonishedly.) What?

Lincoln (Taking a deep breath and gulping painfully.)

Yes, you see, I'm going to be married . . ,
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Mrs. Able (Breaking in on him quickly.) But of

course, I understand. (As though it dawns on her sud-

denly.) You mean you wish to go to Miss Owens' home
to ask for her hand? Well, perhaps that would be bet-

ter. (She smiles up at him archly.)

Lincoln (Bravely.) Madame, I have no wish to

commit bigamy, and since I am pledged to Miss Rutledge

I can hardly ask Miss Owens anything. (He emits a long

sigh of relief.)

Mrs. Able (Gasping in short breaths.) You—you are

—you're going to marry Ann Rutledge?
Lincoln (Nodding assent; humbly.) If the Lord's

willing and she doesn't change her mind by the time I've

saved enough for the preacher

!

Mrs. Able (Shrilly and excitedly.) This is terrible!

You ought to be ashamed of yourself, Abe Lincoln. (She
rushes up to arch, turns and faces him.) I'll see that my
husband doesn't vote for you for the Legislature, I can
guarantee you that. (She exits hastily off Right. Lin-
coln crosses up to arch and calls after her.)

Lincoln (Grinning ruefully.) It's all right, Mrs. Able.

I don't expect anybody to vote for me anyhow. (He
turns down Center. Armstrong dashes in through
French windows, Left of Center, leaving it open behind
him.)

Armstrong (As he sees Lincoln; rushing to Left of

him excitedly.) Abe I want to see you. I thought you'd
be here. ("Mr. Rutledge enters door down Left and
crosses to Left of divan.)

Lincoln (Dryly.) What is it, Jack? Not another
war, I hope? I'm just getting over the last one!
Armstrong (Shaking his head "no".) Not that, Abe.

A bunch o' town folks an' farmers are comin' this way
'cause I told 'em I thought you wuz here. They want
you to make a speech!
Lincoln (Astonishedly.) A speech? But that's im-

possible. What would I say?

Mr. Rutledge (Excitedly.) You'll have to talk to
them, Abe. It might cost you several votes if you don't.
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Lincoln (Grinning modestly.) And on the other hand
it might cost me even more votes if I do! (Loud cries

of "We want Lincoln!" "Speech!" "Come on out, Abe!"
are heard just outside of French window Left, loud ap-

plause and more cries and shouts to denote a large crowd
gathered.)

Armstrong (After the noise has subsided.) Where's
that speech you wuz goin' to use tonight ?

Lincoln (Withdrawing the folded sheets of paper

from his coat pocket; nervously.) Why, it's right here,

but it's not much of a speech.

Armstrong (Taking Lincoln's arm and leading him
up to French windows.) Never mind that. Let 'em have
it, Abe! fArmstrong stands Left of French windows.
Lincoln stands in center of French windows, which are

now wide open. He faces off Left. As soon as he appears

in French windows the crowd off stage shout and applaud

wildly. Sam Hill enters from off Right and appears in

arch.)

Mrs. Rutledge (As she enters door down Left follow-

ed by Ann; excitedly.) What's all that shouting for, Mr.
Rutledge?
Mr. Rutledge (Placing a hand to his lips to silence

her.) Ssh ! Abe is going to make a speech ! ('Ann rushes

up to Left of French windows and stands near Arm-
strong. Sam stands Right of French windows, a de-

risive smile on his face.)

Lincoln (Glancing at one of the sheets of paper, then

clearing his throat and starting quietly, as he faces off

Left.) "Fellow Citizens:—I presume you all know who
I am. I'm humble Abraham Lincoln. I have been solicited

by my friends to become a candidate for the Legislature.

My politics are short and sweet like the old woman's
dance!" (Loud laughter off stage up Left greets this.

Those on stage laugh amusedly with the exception of

Sam.J

Sam (After the laughter has subsided; sneeringly.) It's

a pity you can't laugh yourself into the Legislature, Lin-

coln.
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Mr. Rutledge (Irately.) Silence, Sir! Continue,

Abe.
Lincoln (His words carrying great conviction.) "I

am in favor of a national bank. I am in favor of the in-

ternal improvement system and a high protective tariff.

These are my sentiments and political principles. If you
elect me I shall be thankful—if not, it will be all the

same." (Wild shouts and applause greet his last word.
He replaces his sheets of paper in his pocket.)

Ann (Rushing to Left of him and extending her hand.)

Oh Abraham, you were wonderful! I'm so proud of

you! (The shouting and applause die down. Lincoln
and Ann come down stage a few steps to below French
window shutting it after them.)

Sam (Crossing to Right of Lincoln; sneeringly.)

Rather fancy yourself as an orator, don't you, Abe ? (He
looks at Lincoln enviously; the latter releases Ann's
hand.)

Ann (Loyally.) It was a wonderful speech

!

Sam (Sneeringly.) It sounded vaguely familiar to me.
Lincoln (Straight out front with a sly grin.) And so

it should! Every successful candidate has been using it

for the past twenty-five years and it's never failed yet!

(Sam snarls angrily. All the others laugh heartily as the

curtain falls swiftly.)

CURTAIN
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ACT THREE

Scene : Same as Acts One and Two.

Time: Three years later; late afternoon, August 25th,

1835. Only the kerosene lamp (unlighted) remains on
top of table Right of Center. The French windows are

wide open and the lights outside them denote waning
daylight. All lights on stage full up.

Discovered at Rise : Martha stands outside of door up
Left, a sad expression on her face. She wears the same
sort of calico dress and an apron over it but of a differ-

ent color than in previous acts. The instant the curtain

rises Mr. Rutledge enters door up Left. He is dress-

ed along the same lines as in previous acts but in a dif-

ferent suit of clothes; his manner denotes grave con-

cern.

Martha (As she sees Mr. Rutledge; anxiously.) Oh,
Mr. Rutledge, Miss Ann ain't no worse, is she?

Mr. Rutledge (Soothingly.) No worse, thank you,

Martha. In fact she seems a little brighter than she was
yesterday.

Martha (Emitting a sigh of relief.) Thank goodness
fer that, Sir. I prayed half the night that she'd git bet-

ter soon. (She starts down Center to below divan.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing to Center stage.) Thank you.

Martha. When one is ill they need all of their friends'

prayers.

Martha (Blankly.) Yeah, I reckon they do. Along
with a doctor an' a heap o' medicine. (She crosses to door
down Left and exits. Sam Hill enters from off Right.

He, too, wears a different suit to denote the passing of
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three years, carries his walking stick and a tall, silk hat

and is more foppishly dressed than ever.)

Sam (As he enters,) Mr. Rutledge ! Sir ! (He comes
down to Right of Mr. Rutledge.,)

Mr. Rutledge (Extending his hand.) Sam! It was
good of you to come.
Sam (As they shake hands; gravely.) What of Ann?

Is she any better?

Mr. Rutledge (Motioning to chair behind table Right

of Center.) Sit down, my boy. ^Sam crosses down to

chair indicated and sits. Mr. Rutledge follows him
down and sits on chair Left of table.) She's convalescing

slowly. You know what typhoid malaria is. One day
the patient seems in splendid condition, the next day she

fails again. We're hoping for the best.

Sam (Placing his hat and stick on table; solemnly.)

As you know, Sir, I've been away or nothing could have
kept me from Ann's side. Today was the first I learned

of her illness.

Mr. Rutledge (Gratefully.) Mrs. Rutledge and I are

deeply grateful to all of our friends.

Sam (Anxiously.) What about Lincoln? Does he

know of Ann's illness ?

Mr. Rutledge (Shaking his head "no".) We haven't

dared to tell him for fear he'd leave the Legislature at

Vandalia and come back. Ann wouldn't have that.

Sam (Sincerely.) It would have been a shame to

trouble him in his first term when he worked so hard to

gain the Legislature.

Mr. Rutledge (Reminiscently.) Yes, Abe was de-

feated that first time he ran but he was elected by an
overwhelming majority in 1834.

Sam (Proudly.) I was one of the first to vote for him

!

Mr. Rutledge (Smiling wanly.) I was glad to see you
do such a complete about face, my boy.

Sam (Frankly.) I was jealous of Lincoln. But when
I saw Ann and he together after their betrothal I realized
that this was a great love and that Ann could never be
happy with any other man.
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Mr. Rutledge (Happily.) I never saw such devotion

!

Ann is better today than she's been in weeks just because
she knows Abe will be here soon.

Sam (Eagerly.) Then you expect him today ?

Mr. Rutledge (Nodding assent.) Almost any time
now. We had a letter from Abe yesterday. He's finally

paid up all of his indebtedness and has something put
aside.

Sam (Smiling warmly.) That's good news indeed.

Then Ann will come into her own and be married to the

man of her choice at last.

Mr. Rutledge (Gravely.) As soon as she's entirely

well. I dread having to tell Abe of her illness. They've
both been looking forward so to this month.
Sam (Lightly.) Oh well, they've waited three whole

years. A few more weeks won't matter much.
Mr. Rutledge (Smiling wanly.) I'm afraid Abe won't

look at it that way, Hill. You see, they could have been
married last summer but I had placed a mortgage on this

place and we would have lost it if Abe hadn't come to

the rescue.

Sam (Admiringly.) That was mighty decent of him.

Mr. Rutledge (Humbly.) I didn't want to take the

money but he insisted. You know Abe. He's always

thinking of others.

Sam (Nodding assent.) He's made his presence felt

in the Legislature in one short term. I hear him discussed

wherever I go. There's no doubt that he has a brilliant

future before him.

Mr. Rutledge (Rising.) And how he's had to work
to achieve it! Nobody knows how he's struggled, how
he's gone hungry and cold, how lonely he's been without

Ann.
Sam (Eagerly.) Is she going to Vandalia to live with

him?
Mr. Rutledge (Nodding assent.) He's taken a small

house and Ann has been sewing and making things right

up to the time of her illness.

Sam (Rising.) God grant that they may be happy.
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Mr. Rutledge (Simply.) If it rests with Abe they
will be. He literally worships the ground Ann walks on.

('Mrs. Rutledge bustles into the room from door up
Left. She wears a solid black silk or taffeta dress of the

period, unrelieved by any touch of color.)

Sam (Crossing up to Mrs. Rutledge.,) Mrs. Rutledge

!

I've come to convey my deepest sympathy. (He takes her

hand and raises it to his lips.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Sniffling loudly.) I certainly have
need of it, Mr. Hill. I've had to bear all of the burden
of Ann's illness alone. (Mr. Rutledge clears his throat

expressively.) All alone, mind you. (Mr. Rutledge
winks at Sam significantly and sits on chair Left of table.)

Men are so helpless when it comes to doing things in a

sick room.
Sam (Releasing Mrs. Rutledge's hand.) I'm sure that

Ann couldn't have been in better hands than yours, Mrs.
Rutledge. (He crosses Right to behind table.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Coming down to divan and sitting on
Right end of it; tearfully.) Oh dear, I don't know what
I'm going to do with your daughter, Mr. Rutledge.

Mr. Rutledge (Anxiously.) What do you mean, my
dear?

Mrs. Rutledge (Tearfully.) Ann insists on wearing
that new white dress I made for her just before she be-

came ill. Nothing can stop her. She wants Abe to see

her in it when he arrives. ("Martha enters door down
Left.)

Mr. Rutledge (Soothingly.) Well, the doctor said

Ann could sit up for a half hour every day, Mrs. Rut-
ledge.

Mrs. Rutledge (Irately.) As if one can go by that. If

he knew anything he wouldn't be a doctor! (To Mar-
tha.J Will you attend Miss Ann, please, Martha?
Martha (As she crosses up to door up Left.) Yes'm.

(She exits door up Left.)

Sam (Brightly.) I've a surprise for you both!

Mrs. Rutledge (Eagerly.) What is it, Mr. Hill? Do
tell us, please!
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Sam (Happily.) I am engaged to be married. The
wedding is to take place wtihin a short time.

Mr. Rutledge (Rising and crossing up to Left of
chair Sam sits in.) Congratulations, my boy! (He ex-

tends his hand.)

Sam (Rising and taking his hand.) Thank you, Sir.

Mrs. Rutledge (Eagerly.) Is your promised bride

pretty, Mr. Hill?

Sam (Releasing Mr. Rutledge's hand and resuming
his seat.) Well, as to that, Mrs. Rutledge, I'd say that

she's of a wholesome, sensible type.

Mrs. Rutledge (Turning away; disappointedly.) Hm,
not pretty

!

Sam (Enthusiastically.) I'm sure she'll make me an
excellent mate.
Mr. Rutledge (Crossing down to Right of divan.)

Having all these young folks getting married makes us

feel quite old, doesn't it, Mrs. Rutledge? ("Sam resumes
his seat.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Indignantly.) Speak for yourself, Mr.
Rutledge. I'm sure I neither look or feel old. (Mr. Rut-
ledge chuckles heartily. Sam joins him. Mrs. Able en-

ters from Right and appears in arch dressed in solid

black and carrying a handkerchief trimmed in a black

border to denote mourning.)

Mrs. Able (As she enters.) Well, Ann must be better

judging from this riotous laughter! ("Sam rises quickly.

Mrs. Able comes down stage to Left of him.) Mr. Hill,

is it really you?

Sam (Taking her hand and raising it to his lips.) As
far as I know it is, Ma'am.

Mrs. Able (Effusively.) How perfectly lovely to see

you once again

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Pointedly.) Mr. Hill was just telling

us of his plans for his coming marriage. ("Mr. Rutledge
drops down extreme Left and stands near arm chair.)

Mrs. Able (Placing the handkerchief to her eyes;

greatly affected.) Whenever anybody speaks of mar-
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riage to me it reminds me of my own dear Bennett. He
was such an angel. (She crosses to chair Left of table

Right of Center and sits.)

Sam (Resuming his seat behind table; sympathet-
ically.) I was sorry to hear of his passing, Ma'am.

Mrs. Able (Lowering her handkerchief.) Yes, he's at

peace at last.

Mrs. Rutledge (Pointedly.) And I'm sure the poor
man is enjoying it.

Mr. Rutledge (Sitting in arm chair; hastily.) You
mean, enjoying his reward, Mrs. Rutledge.

Mrs. Rutledge (Snapping at him angrily.) That's

exactly what I said, Mr. Rutledge

!

Mrs. Able (Mournfully.) I just cannot become ac-

customed to living alone, so I'm planning to visit with

my niece, Miss Owens, for a time.

Mrs. Rutledge (Pointedly.) That would be better

than bringing her here, Mrs. Able.

Mrs. Able (Whinily.) Oh no, I've no intention of in-

viting her here. That wouldn't be any change for me.
There aren't any opportunities for a widow in New
Salem.
Sam (Astonishedly.) You . . . you're not contemplat-

ing matrimony again, are you, Mrs. Able?
Mrs. Able (Protestingly.) Oh no, not so far, Mr. Hill.

There aren't any eligible bachelors in this settlement.

Mr. Rutledge (Amazedly.) You mean you'd get mar-
ried again were you to meet the right man, Mrs. Able?

Mrs. Able (Nodding assent.) Of course. Why not?

My Bennett wouldn't expect me to go through life alone.

There's no zest in being single.

Mrs. Rutledge (Severely.) No, one sort of gets ac-

customed to having someone to quarrel with.

Mrs. Able (Highly shocked.) Mrs. Rutledge! Ben-
nett and I never had a quarrel in all of the years we
were married!

Mrs. Rutledge (Stiffly.) No, Bennett Able always
walked away from any unpleasantness. He was a gentle-
man and deserved a better fate.
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Mrs. Able (Loudly and shrilly.) What?
Mr. Rutledge (Uneasily.) Mrs. Rutledge means that

that he deserved a longer life and not such a sad end.

Mrs. Able (Slightly mollified.) Oh

!

Mrs. Rutledge (Facing Mrs. Able; severely.) I

hope that if you do find some man to marry you'll wait

a proper length of time, Mrs. Able. One must observe

the proprieties, you know.
Mrs. Able (Eagerly.) Have you heard the latest

news? It's whispered in town that that man who called

himself John McNeil is coming back to New Salem.

Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge (Together; astonishedly.)

What?
Mrs. Able (Enjoying herself hugely.) Only his name

isn't McNeil at all—it's McNamar. I hear he's coming
back to take the old Cameron place. He owns it, you
know.

Mrs. Rutledge (Severely.) We're not interested in

that scoundrel, Mrs. Able. He passed out of Ann's life

years ago never to return.

Mrs. Able (Garrulously.) Well, from all accounts,

Ann didn't miss much. That McNeil man was so stingy

that moths gathered in his pocketbook!

Lincoln (Off stage Right; loudly and excitedly.)

Ann! Ann! Where are you? (Everybody rises except

Mrs. Able who remains seated.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Excitedly.) Here's Abraham now!
(Sam and Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge rush up to Left of

arch. Lincoln enters from off Right and appears in

arch. He wears a shabby black Prince Albert coat, dark

striped trousers, a white wing collar and a black bow tie.

Carries a tall, silk hat in his hand. He is mopping his

brow with his handerchief when he enters.)

Mr. Rutledge (Crossing to Left of Lincoln and ex-

tending his ~hand.) Welcome home, my boy ! (Sam and

Mrs. Rutledge crowd around Lincoln and extend greet-

ings.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Taking Lincoln's arm and leading
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him down stage to below divan.) Did Jack Armstrong
meet you, Abraham?
Lincoln (Nodding assent.) Yes, he'll be along any

minute. (Bowing to Mrs. Able.,) Howdy, Mrs. Able?
Mrs. Able (Tossing her head in the air; coldly.) How

do you do? (She turns away to avoid his glance. Mrs.
Rutledge and Lincoln sit on divan; she is Left of
him. Sam comes down stage and resumes his seat be-

hind table. Mr. Rutledge crosses down to Right of
divan.)

Lincoln (Looking around the room bewilderedly.)

But where's Ann?
Mr. Rutledge (Nervously.) Why, you see, she's. . . .

Mrs. Rutledge (Breaking in on him quickly.) She
was unavoidably delayed with her dressing. She'll be in

in a minute, Abraham.

Armstrong (He enters from off Right and appears
in arch dressed in a nondescript pair of dark trousers,

a cotton shirt open at the neck, carries a cap in one hand
and a folded piece of white paper in the other.) Howdy,
folks. There'll be plenty o' excitement in town now!
(He comes down stage to Right of Mrs. RutledgeJ
Mr. Rutledge (Turning to Armstrong and extending

his hand.) You mean Abe's arrival, Armstrong? (They
shake hands.)

Armstrong (Shaking his head "no".) Not only that.

Read this, Sir. (He hands him the folded sheet of
paper.)

Mr. Rutledge (Opening the sheet of paper and read-
ing aloud from it.) "Five hundred dollars reward for
the capture and return of the slave girl known as Mattie,
who escaped from her master and is thought to be hid-
ing in this vicinity. She is of medium height, rather
light in color and walks with a slight limp. Report any
information concerning her to Malcolm Judd, Stag Inn,
Petersburg, Illinois."

Mrs. Able (Rising quickly.) An escaped slave! How
dreadful! ("Armstrong and Mr, Rutledge cross up and
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Left to in front of fireplace where they hold a panto-
mimic conversation.)

Lincoln (Gravely.) Yes, it is dreadful that we should
have such a vile practice as slavery in a free country.
Mrs. Able (Angrily.) I meant to say that it's dread-

ful that these black creatures don't stay where they
belong, with the people who own them.

Lincoln (Rising; quietly.) Because they're born
of a different color, d'you think God intended them to

be hounded all of their lives, Ma'am?
Mrs. Able (Severely.) I could hardly expect you to

express a sane viewpoint on such an important subject,

Mr. Lincoln.

Lincoln (Respectfully.) My viewpoint may not be

sane, Ma'am, but I have been taught to despise injustice.

If we are going to have a free country, let it be for

everybody, not just for the chosen few.

Mrs. Able (Firmly.) The idea! Everybody knows
that this is a free country.

Lincoln (Facing her; spiritedly.) Freedom is only

a catchword if it means that any one human being must

fear another

!

Sam (Applauding vigorously.) Right you are, Abe

!

Mrs. Able (Frigidly.) I've no desire to listen to such

treason. (She crosses up to arch, then turns and faces

Mrs. Rutledge.J I do hope Ann will be better soon,

Mrs. Rutledge. (She exits quickly through arch and off

Right.)

Lincoln (Turning to Mrs. Rutledge; worriedly.)

What did she mean by that? You're keeping something

from me. I knew it as soon as I entered this room and

didn't find Ann here.

Mrs. Rutledge (Rising; hastily.) Mr. Rutledge will

explain, Abraham. It's nothing to be alarmed over.

(She crosses to door down Left.) Come along, Mr. Hill

and you, too, Mr. Armstrong. I've some lovely fresh

buttermilk and some apple pie. (She exits door down
Left. Sam crosses to Right of Lincoln and picks up

the latter's hand,)
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Sam (Squeezing Lincoln's hand sympathetically.)
Buck up, Abe. Everything will be all right. ("Armstrong
crosses to door down Left and exits. Sam crosses down
and follows him off. Mr. Rutledge comes down stage

to Left of divan.)

Lincoln (Turning and facing him; pleadingly.) What
is it, Sir? There's something wrong. I know there is.

If anything were to happen to Ann now. . . .

Mr. Rutledge (Breaking in on him quickly; in kindly
tones.) I understand, Abe. Ann has been a very sick

girl.

Lincoln (Passing a hand over his forehead dazedly.)

Sick ! But why didn't you let me know ? Why have you
kept this from me?
Mr. Rutledge (Crossing to Lejt of him and placing

a hand on his arm sympathetically.) We didn't want to

worry you and we knew there was nothing you could
do.

Lincoln (Crossing to Left of table and placing hat

on it.) Ann sick! But didn't she ask for me? Didn't
she want you to send for me?
Mr. Rutledge (Simply.) There hasn't been a time

while she was conscious that she didn't speak of you
and long for you. But she wouldn't allow you to sacri-

fice your career for her. You should know Ann better

than that.

Lincoln (Brokenly.) But what would my career,

what would anything mean, without her? Ann is my
life now, the very center of my existence. Oh, take me
to her, I beg of you, let me see her! Does she know
that I am here?
Mr. Rutledge (Turning away from him to hide his

emotion.) She'll be in soon. You mustn't let her over-
exert herself, Abe.

Lincoln (Humbly.) If I can only see her for a
moment, if my eyes may be allowed to rest on her
sweetness and loveliness, I shall be content. (Ann enters
from door up Left leaning on Martha's arm. Ann is

attired in a lovely white organdy gown the basque waist
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tight fitting, wide puff sleeves that are tight from the
elbow down, the skirt is long and full and from just above
the knees to the lower end it is covered in myriads of
tiny white ruffles. In her hair is a wreath of tiny white
rosebuds, either real or artificial that help to give her
an ethereal look. Her face is very pale and she appears
to be more beautiful than ever. White shoes and white
stockings complete her costume.)
Ann (As she enters in doorway and sees Lincoln .)

Abraham

!

Lincoln (He turns and feasts his eyes on her, then
rushes up Right of divan and crosses to her, taking both
of her hands in his and bending down to kiss them.) Ann

!

Ann! ^Mr. Rutledge crosses down to door Left, mo-
tions Martha to follow him and exits quickly. Martha
releases her hold on Ann and crosses down Left, exiting

after Mr. RutledgeJ
Ann (Smiling wanly.) Oh Abraham, it's been such a

long time since I've seen you. Let me have a good look

at you.

Lincoln (Straightening up and smiling at her tender-

ly.) If I had known you were ill, wild horses couldn't

have kept me away from you, my Ann. (He places an
arm around her waist tenderly, leads her to divan and
assists her to sit, fussing with the cushions and trying

to make her comfortable.)

Ann (Looking up at him archly.) Do you remember
the first time I asked you to sit beside me, Abraham ?

Lincoln (Standing Right of divan.) Shall I ever

forget it? That moment shall always be sacred in my
memory, my dear.

Ann (Motioning him to sit next to her.) Come and
sit beside me now. You must be tired after your long

journey.

Lincoln (Tenderly.) Never mind me. Can I get

you anything? Are you comfortable?

Ann (Smiling up at him.) I've never been so happy
in all my life.

Lincoln (Reaching over and taking her hand.) Nor I,
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Ann. I was only half alive before. I never knew there

could be happiness like this. (He sits Right of her on
divan.)

Ann (Straight out front; dreamily.) I can hardly
realize that we have the rest of our lives together. Noth-
ing can separate us now, can it, Abraham?
Lincoln (Firmly.) Nothing, Ann. When I'm with

you I forget that there are commonplace things in the

world. Everything seems transfigured by a beauty I

always longed for and never found.

Ann (Tenderly.) Abraham!
Lincoln (Gazing at her fondly.) When I hear my

name on your lips it seems as though my mother were
with me again. There seems to be a sort of communion
between you and she.

Ann (Timidly.) I hope you won't compare my cook-

ing with hers.

Lincoln (Smilingly.) She never had much to cook.

One of the earliest recollections of my boyhood was
when we lived back in Indiana.

Ann (Eagerly.) Oh, tell me, please.

Lincoln (Reminiscently.) We sat down to dinner

and all we had to eat were some warmed over potatoes

from the day before. I was so hungry that I plunged

in and started to eat.

Ann (Sympathetically.) My poor Abraham!

Lincoln (Whimsically.) Mother stopped me and said,

"Abraham, have you forgotten to say your blessings?"

I stopped eating, looked down at the potatoes and said,

"Mammy, these are pretty poor blessings." (They both

laugh lightly.)

Ann (Gratefully.) We might have had nothing to

eat but potatoes if it hadn't been for you, Abraham. It

was wonderful of you to come to Father's rescue.

Lincoln (Lightly.) Nonsense, Ann. We're put in this

world to be good to one another. I'm studying hard and
soon I hope to be admitted to the bar.

Ann (Exultantly.) Oh, Abraham! How wonderful!
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Lincoln (Anxiously.) Ann, are you all right? Do
you think I ought to send to Vandalia for a doctor?
Ann (Reassuringly.) Of course I'm all right, silly.

I'll soon be as well and strong again as ever. And then
we'll be married without delay.

Lincoln (Delightedly.) And then your troubles will

start! You'll have to spend your life picking up things

after me. I never can remember to be tidy.

Ann (Happily.) I've pictured it so often in my mind's

eye! Just think, a home of our own. Won't it be won-
derful?

Lincoln (Straight out front; solemnly.) I've had
such a lonely life, Ann. This past year in Vandalia I've

done nothing but work and study and long for you.

Ann (Smiling wanly.) But that's all over now. You'll

never be without me again.

Lincoln (Firmly.) Never ! (She starts to shiver with

cold. Lincoln jumps up quickly.) Ann ! You must get

back to bed at once ! (He places a hand on her forehead.)

Ann (Reassuringly.) I would like to lie down again.

But you mustn't worry. I'm all right. ("Mrs. Rutledge
enters from door down Left followed by Sam, Arm-
strong and Mr. RutledgeJ
Mrs. Rutledge (As they enter; anxiously.) How are

you feeling now, Ann? (She crosses up to Left of

divan.)

Lincoln (Worriedly.) I think she's getting tired,

Ma'am. She ought to be in bed.

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing over to Left of where Ann
sits.) Of course she should. She never should have

gotten up in the first place but nobody ever pays any

attention to me! ("Lincoln and Mrs. Rutledge lead

Ann to door up Left. Sam stands down Left near arm
chair. Mr. Rutledge and Armstrong cross to Center

stage, Armstrong is Right of him.)

Ann (To Lincoln, as they arrive at door up ^ Left.)

You won't go away, will you, Abraham? Promise me.

Lincoln (Firmly.) I'll stay right here within calling

distance, dear.
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Ann (Smiling at him tenderly.) It's so wonderful
having you here ! I've so many things to tell you.

Mrs. Rutledge (Tenderly.) Later, dear, after you've
rested. (Ann smiles at Lincoln tenderly and exits door
up Left with Mrs. Rutledge. Lincoln comes down
stage to Right of Armstrong, a worried look on his

face.)

Armstrong (To Lincoln.,) Well, how does it feel

to be in the Legislature, Abe?
Lincoln (Worriedly.) Jack, I want you to get Ann's

doctor here right away

!

Mr. Rutledge (He stands Left of Armstrong; pro-

testingly.) But he's been here once today and thought

Ann was doing splendidly, Abe.
Lincoln (Gravely.) I'd rather be safe than sorry,

Sir. Who is attending Ann?
Mr. Rutledge. Doctor Grey.

Armstrong (To Lincoln; hastily.) I know where
he lives. I'll get him here if I hafta carry him, Abe.

(He rushes up to arch and exits quickly off Right.)

Sam (Relievedly.) I'm glad you sent for the doctor,

Abe. It will give us all a sense of security.

Lincoln (In troubled tones.) If anything were to

happen to Ann I couldn't go on living.

Mr. Rutledge (Soothingly.) Nothing is going to hap-
pen to her, my boy.

Lincoln (Alarmedly.) But she's so pale and weak

!

Mr. Rutledge (Gravely.) It's fortunate you didn't

see her a few weeks ago—then you'd have had cause to

worry. (As he crosses up to door Left.) I'll inform Mrs.
Rutledge that you sent for the doctor. (He exits. Lin-
coln crosses to chair Left of table Right of Center and
sits. He leans on table, his attitude denoting great de-
pression.)

Sam (Crossing to Left of chair Lincoln sits in;
soothingly.) I understand how you feel, Abe. It's the
shock of finding Ann ill and all that. You'll be better
in the morning.
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Lincoln (Dejectedly.) This morning I was so 'happy,
and now—now. . . .

Sam (Breaking in on him quickly.) Ann will be all

right. She's young and will regain her lost strength
quickly. ^Mattie, a young slave girl in her early teens,

appears in French windows from off Left unobserved
by the others. Though her skin is not coal black, it is of
a deep tan proclaiming her to be a negress. Of medium
height, she is frail and delicate looking and walks with a
painful limp. Her kinky black hair is almost entirely

covered by a soiled bandana handkerchief and her cheap
cotton dress is ragged and tattered; old, broken black

slippers encase her feet. When she speaks it is with the

decided accent of the Southern negress.)

Lincoln (Sadly.) I saw my mother die of malaria.

They go quick. ("Mattie looks around the room quickly,

sees the high screen up Center, limps painfully to it and
goes behind it being completely hidden from view.)

Sam (Protestingly.) You mustn't think such things,

Abe.
Lincoln (Bitterly.) Ann has never done an unkind

deed in all her life. Why should she be made to suffer

this way? (Raising his head; reverently.) Oh God, don't

take Ann from me. She's all I have!

Sam (Placing a hand on his arm; sympathetically.)

There, there, Abe. You must get control of yourself

for Ann's sake.

Lincoln (Nervously.) I wish Jack would hurry.

Every minute seems like an hour

!

Sam (Reassuringly.) He won't be long now.
Lincoln (Facing Sam; pleadingly.) Knock on the

door softly and ask Mr. Rutledge how Ann is doing.

Sam (Nodding assent.) Gladly. (He crosses up to

door Left and knocks on it, then goes back a few steps.)

Mr. Rutledge (He enters from door up Left and
places a finger to his lips; warningly.) Ssh! She's fallen

asleep. We'll watch over her until the doctor gets here.

(Reassuringly.) Stop worrying, Abe. I'm sure she'll

be better when she awakes. (He exits quickly.)
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Sam (Going down stage to below divan.) There ! You
see! Sleep is better for her than medicine.

Lincoln (Emitting a long sigh of relief.) I suppose
I am easily alarmed. But I'll feel better after I've talked

with Dr. Grey. (^Malcolm Judd, a tall, powerfully
built man in his late forties, enters quickly from off Left
and appears in French windows. He is the blustery type,

arrogant and domineering. His voice is loud and coarse

and he speaks with a trace of Southern accent. Wears
a Prince Albert coat, black trousers, high black shoes,

highly polished, white wing collar and black tie. A broad-

rimmed black felt hat covers his head and he doesn't

bother to remove it. A large black moustache covers his

upper lip and he carries a long handled black whip in

his hand.)

Malcolm (As he appears in French windows; an-

grily.) Where is she? (He comes down Center. Lin-
coln rises quickly and both he and Sam view Malcolm
astonishedly.)

Lincoln (In puzzled tones.) Are you looking for

somebody, Sir?

Malcolm (Irately.) Don't play with me, Suh. Ah
saw her come in here. If you're tryin' to protect her

you're wastin' mah time an' yours.

Sam (Angrily.) We don't know what you're talking

about but your intrusion is most unwelcome. Kindly
leave at once.

Malcolm (In his most blustery manner.) Ah'll leave,

after Ah've had mah property handed over to me.
Lincoln (Commandingly.) Lower your voice, Sir.

We have a sick girl here whom we are most concerned

about.

Malcolm (Loudly.) Ah'll talk as loud as Ah please!

Lincoln (Crossing up to Right of him; steadily.)

Do that just once more and I'll see if I can't silence

you. Now state your business and be brief.

Malcolm (Lowering his voice but still talking loudly.)
Ah'm lookin' for mah slave gal, Mattie. Didn't you see
her?
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Lincoln (Quietly.) I've seen several slaves—and
every time I look at one it makes me sick in the pit of
my stomach. (He looks directly into Malcolm's eyes.)
Malcolm (Sneeringly.) Ah might have known Ah

wouldn't get any help from a Northerner.
Lincoln (Bowing slightly.) Thanks for the compli-

ment, Sir. Unfortunately there are some Northerners
who feel differently than I do on this subject.

Malcolm (Impatiently.) Ah'm not consarned with
how you feel, Suh. Ah saw mah gal Mattie come in here
an' Ah intend to take her back with me.
Sam (Angrily.) I assure you that you're mistaken,

Mr. . . . Mr. . . .

Malcolm (Proudly.) Judd, Suh, Malcolm Judd. Ah
spell mah name with two "D's."

Lincoln (Rubbing his chin; dryly.) Two "D's," eh?
You must be important. We only use one "D". to spell

God! (Malcolm registers great anger.)

Sam (With great conviction.) We saw no girl enter

here, Sir. And this is neither the place nor the occasion

for an argument. (He glares at Malcolm angrily.)

Lincoln (Impatiently.) You've been told that the

girl is not here, Sir. (He crosses up to Right of French
windows.) I'm fast losing my patience. You can leave

the same way you came and I advise you to go quietly.

(He points off Left.)

Malcolm (Crossing up to Left of Lincoln; sneering-

ly.) Ah never had no time for you Northerners.

Lincoln (Steadily.) No, all you have time for is to

keep human souls in bondage and lash them into doing

your bidding. A lash upon your back would hurt you,

but a lash on somebody else's back wouldn't bother you

at all.

Malcolm (Angrily.) A man has a right to protect

his own property. Ah bought an' paid for Mattie. She
belongs to me. We govern ourselves in this country.

Lincoln (Spiritedly.) When the white man governs

himself, that is self-government; but when he governs
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himself and also governs another man that is more than
self-government—that is despotism!

Malcolm (Sneeringly.) When Ah get Mattie back
to mah plantation Ah'll whip her so she'll never be able

to run away again.

Lincoln (Scornfully.) And you call yourself a man
. . . warring on women and children! For shame! You
are an insult to the country you live in. I'd like noth-

ing better than to take that whip out of your hand and
lash you as you did this poor miserable girl. Now go!
(He points off Left. Malcolm looks at him unde-
cidedly, then exits angrily through French windows and

off Left.)

Sam (Smilingly.) It's fortunate for him that he left

quietly, Abe. He probably doesn't know of your physi-

cal prowess. (He sits on divan.)

Lincoln (Coming down stage and sitting on chair

Left of table Right of Center.) Physical prowess can't

free the oppressed, Sam. I can't go around the country
fighting against slavery, much as I'd like to.

Sam (Smiling broadly.) You'll probably find a way
to do even that, if you want to. You usually manage to

gain your ends, Abe. (Low moans are heard behind

screen up stage. Lincoln and Sam rise quickly.)

Lincoln (Astonishedly.) What was that?

Sam (Pointing to screen.) There's somebody behind

that screen, Abe.
Lincoln (Crossing up to Left of screen and peering

behind it.) Why, it's a girl! (Facing behind screen;

in kindly tones.) Come out, child. There's nothing to

be afraid of. We won't hurt you. (He backs over Left

a few steps.)

Mattie (As she comes out from behind screen; tear-

fully and fearfully.) Oh massa, please don't send me
back dere to dat wicked man ! (She stands near screen

registering great terror.)

Sam (Excitedly.) It's she, Mattie, the slave girl whom
our recent caller was searching for!

Lincoln (Taking her hand and leading her down
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Center.) Come away from the windows. He might be

out there. (He pauses Right of divan; Mattie is Right

of him. He releases her hand.)

Mattie (Hysterically.) Don't send me back, Massa.
He's bad, he is. He makes me work day an' night an'

beats me so Ah kain't stand up. Lemme go—please

—

please! (She drops on her knees beside Lincoln and

sobs pitifully.)

Lincoln (Stooping down and helping her to rise.)

Rise, child—don't kneel to me. I'm just a human being

the same as you. Though our skins are of a different

color we were both created by the same Divine Maker!
("Mattie stands Right of Lincoln who smiles at her

reassuringly.)

Sam (To Mattie; eagerly.) Have you any place to

go, Mattie?
Mattie (Shaking her head "no" ; forlornly.) No Suh,

but Ah'd rather be drowned in de river den go back dere

to dat plantation.

Lincoln (In kindly tones.) Where are your mother

and father, child?

Mattie (Tearfully.) Dey done sold mah mammy
away when Ah wuz a baby an' mah pappy wuz sent

down de river two years ago.

Lincoln (Turning to Sam; sternly.) And decent,

God-fearing men and women allow such an outrage to

exist under their very eyes!

Sam (Shaking his head distressedly.) It's tragic! (To

Mattie.J Why did you run away, Mattie ?

Mattie (Tearfully.) Massa Judd beat me an' lashed

me so Ah jest couldn't stand no more, Suh. Ah was so

sick like an' so hungry dat Ah started out across de

fields an' Ah jest kept goin' ever since. (She sobs

softly.)
t

Sam (Anxiously.) What are you going to do with

her, Abe?

Lincoln (Helplessly.) What can I do? If I hand her

over to that scoundrel he'll beat her until there isn't any

life left in her. I can't have that on my conscience.
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Mattie (Hopefully.) Den yuh won't send me back
dere, Massah? Ah'll work fer yuh an' won't be no
trouble if yuh'll jest lemme stay here.

Lincoln (In kindly tones.) Have you had anything
to eat today, child? (She shakes her head "no".) We'll
see if we can't remedy that, first of all. (He crosses to

door down Left and opens it, calling off Left.) Martha,
will you come in here, please? (He crosses back and re-

sumes his former position Left of Mattie.,)

Martha (She enters door down Left and stands near
it.) D'you want me, Sir?

Lincoln (To Martha; softly.) You're a good Chris-

tian, aren't you, Martha?
Martha (Vacantly.) Reckon so. I ain't never been

accused o' nothin' different.

Lincoln (Pointing to MattieJ This poor little girl

is hungry and in trouble. Take her out to the kitchen

and fix her something to eat.

Martha (Sympathetically.) Poor thing, she looks like

she's 'bout to die.

Lincoln (Taking Mattie by the hand and leading

her down Left.) Go with Martha. She'll let you wash
and take care of you.

Mattie (To Lincoln; gratefully.) De good Lawd
musta sent me dis way, Massa. Yuh am de fust white

man what ever talked kind to me. (He passes her in

front of him to Martha who takes her hand and leads

her off Left.)

Sam (Sitting on divan.) What a pathetic figure that

little girl is ! I never realized before what a disgrace

this slavery system is.

Lincoln (Crossing to chair Left of table Right of
Center and sitting ; wearily.) Whatever am I going to

do with her, Sam? I can't ask Mrs. Rutledge to keep
her here while she's so troubled about Ann.

Sam (Worriedly.) It certainly is a problem.

Lincoln (Bitterly.) Just think of how many Matties
there are in this country—beaten and tortured day in
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and day out! Oh, there must be some way to stop this
abuse of power.
Sam (As though suddenly inspired.) Perhaps my

sister would take her if I asked her to. She has a large
house.

Lincoln (Eagerly.) Will you ask her, Sam? Wifl
you do this for me ? (He rises quickly.)

Sam (Nodding assent.) Of course, Abe. I'll be glad
to. I don't exactly relish seeing children suffer, you
know.
Lincoln (Pacing up and down stage Center, his hands

in his trouser pockets.) I am going to devote my life

to making just people fight against slavery ! I'll talk

so hard and so long that I'll kindle the spark of decency
among those in power and make them work to release

these poor unfortunates. I'll make them fight, just as I'm
going to fight to protect Mattie.

Sam (In puzzled tones.) What do you mean, Abe?
Lincoln (As he paces; gravely.) As soon as it be-

comes known that the girl is here there'll be plenty of

folks who'll be eager to turn her in and claim the re-

ward.
Sam (Frowningly.) I hadn't thought of that. What

shall we do?
Lincoln (Pausing and facing Sam and running a

hand over his forehead.) Explain the situation to your

sister. Ask her to keep Mattie's presence in her house

a secret for the time being.

Sam (Nodding assent.) I'm sure she'll do anything

I ask her to, Abe. We needn't worry on that score.

Lincoln (Thoughtfully.) After Mattie is thoroughly

rested and able to travel I'll appeal to some friends of

mine to help get her into Canada. There she'll at least

be free and able to work for a living.

Sam (Rising; enthusiastically.) That's a splendid

idea, Abe! We'll take up a collection and Til help you

all I can.

Lincoln (Going to him and taking his hand.) You're
a real friend, Sam. Better than I deserve, I'm afraid.
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(Looking around the room anxiously.) Why doesn't

jack come back with the doctor? What can be detain-

ing him ?

Sam (Reassuringly.) He should be here any minute
now. I suppose he had to hunt Dr. Grey up. He might
not have been at home, you know.
Lincoln (Looking around the room to make sure

they are alone.) Now as soon as Mattie has finished eat-

ing you and Jack will take her out the back way and
to your sister's house. If Malcolm Judd comes back here

I'll take care of him! (He releases Sam's hand.)

Sam (Smiling broadly.) You bet you will, Abe. I

pity that worthy gentleman if he arouses your wrath!

Mr. Rutledge (He enters from door up Left and
stands with his back to it; gravely.) Abraham

!

Lincoln (Rushing up to Right of Mr. Rutledge;
eagerly.) How is Ann now, Sir? We're expecting Jack

back with the doctor any minute!

Mr. Rutledge (Sadly.) It's too late for that, Abe.

Ann has been called home. ("Sam rises quickly and
crosses up to Right of Lincoln.,)

Lincoln (Dazedly.) Called home? What are you
saying? It isn't true, it can't be.

Mr. Rutledge (Brokenly.) She passed on quietly

in her sleep without ever waking. (He stifles a sob.)

Lincoln (Tragically.) Ann—my little Ann! (He
sways as though about to fall. Sam places an arm around
him for support as the curtain falls swiftly.)

CURTAIN
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EPILOGUE

Scene: Same as previous act.

Time: Four weeks later; late evening in September.
All characters dressed exactly as in previous act.

The table Right of Center has been cleared of every-

thing except the lamp. Both kerosene lamps are

lighted. The divan that formerly stood Left of Center
has been placed against Left wall with its back to the

wall.

Discovered at Rise: Mrs. Rutledge stands in arch

Right of Center looking off Right anxiously. She has

a mourning handkerchief in her hand. After the cur-

tain has been up a short second, she turns and comes
down Center. Mr. Rutledge enters from off Right

and appears in arch, carrying his hat in his hand.

Mr. Rutledge (As he enters.) Any news of Abra-
ham? (He comes down stage to behind table Right of

Center and places his hat on it.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Facing him anxiously.) Then you

didn't find him?
Mr. Rutledge (Despondently.) Not a trace of him

anywhere. ("Mrs. Rutledge crosses Left to divan and

sits.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Her handkerchief to her eyes, tear-

fully.) He's been missing for three days now. Where
can he be. What will become of him?
Mr. Rutledge (Soothingly.) There, there, my dear,

you must try not to cry any more, or you'll be sick

again.

Mrs. Rutledge (Sobbing loudly.) What does it mat-

ter? What does anything matter now?
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Mr. Rutledge (Crossing Left to below divan.) For
shame, Mrs. Rutledge. Would Ann have wanted us to

stop living because she has passed to a higher plane?

We owe it to her memory to carry on as she would have
implored us to.

Mrs. Rutledge (Drying her eyes.) Yes, you're right.

We just can't give way as Abraham has done. I don't

believe he'll ever be fit for anything again. If a person

speaks to him he just looks into space and doesn't bother

to reply.

Mr. Rutledge (Sitting on divan Left of her.) The
boys are scouring the country for him. Sam Hill is

especially anxious to find him. He wants to tell him
they finally smuggled Mattie into Canada where she

will be safe.

Mrs. Rutledge (Moodily.) I dreamed of Ann again

last night. She was trying to speak to me as though

there were something awfully important she wanted to

tell me.
Mr. Rutledge (Eagerly.) Did you hear her say any-

thing in your dream?
Mrs. Rutledge (Tearfully.) Not a word. If I only

could have. It all seems so futile. There's nothing to

look forward to.

Mr. Rutledge (Reproachfully.) Life is never futile

while we have each other, my dear.

Mrs. Rutledge (Smiling wanly.) Forgive me ! You're
quite right. (She reaches over and pats his hand. Sam,
Lincoln and Armstrong enter together from off Right
and appear in arch. Lincoln is between them. Arm-
strong and Sam wear hats, but Lincoln is hatless. His
hair is dishelved, his collar is open at the neck, no neck-

tie, his clothes are spattered with mud. He shows signs

of having been through a frightful ordeal. As the boys

enter Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge rise quickly.)

Armstrong (As they enter.) Here he is, folks. I

told you I'd find him. (Armstrong and Sam lead Lin-
coln down Center,)

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing over to Left of the three
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boys; anxiously.) Oh Abraham, you've frightened us
so! Where have you been? (He gases straight out into
space as though he hadn't heard her.)

Mr. Rutledge (Standing below divan.) Never mind
that now. He's here and that's all that matters. Sit

here, Abe. (He motions to divan. Mrs. Rutledge
crosses up stage to French windows as Sam and Arm-
strong lead Lincoln to divan and help him to sit. Then
Sam crosses over to behind table Right of Center. Arm-
strong stands above divan.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Coming down stage to Left of Sam;
sotto voice.) Who found him, Mr. Hill?

Armstrong (Solemnly.) I did, Ma'am.
Mrs. Rutledge (To Armstrong.,) Is it still raining?

Armstrong (Shaking his head "no".) It stopped a

few hours ago. But I found Abe lyin' across the top o'

Miss Ann's rain soaked grave. (Mrs. Rutledge registers

horror.)

Lincoln (Sitting up straight on divan.) Ann, Ann, I

can't bear to think of you lying out there alone. The
rain and the storm shan't beat on her grave ! (He starts

to rise. Mr. Rutledge places a hand on Lincoln's

shoulder and prevents him from rising.)

Mr. Rutledge (In kindly tones.) You must be brave

for Ann's sake, Abe.
Lincoln (Brokenly.) My heart lies buried out there

in Old Concord Cemetery with Ann. (He lowers his

head.)

Mrs. Rutledge (Crossing to in front of divan.) Try
to sleep, Abraham. You need rest so badly. You must
stay with us tonight.

Mr. Rutledge (To Sam.) Blow the light out like a

good fellow, Hill. We'll leave Abe alone and perhaps
he'll drop off to sleep. (Sam extinguishes the lamp on
top of table Right of Center. Wherever possible dim the

lights way down so that the stage is in semi-darkness

but with still enough light so that the characters are

plainly visible. Lincoln sinks back on divan, his eyes

closed in sleep,)
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Armstrong (As he crosses up to arch.) I'll be 'round

in the mornin', folks. Gotta git home now. My wife'll

be worryin'. Comin', Hill? (He pauses below arch.)

Sam (To Mrs. RutledgeJ Is there anything I can
do for you, Sir?

Mr. Rutledge (Gratefully.) No, and thanks so much
to both of you.

Sam (As he crosses up to arch.) Not at all. Good
night, then. I'll see you in the morning. (He exits off

Right with Armstrong. Lincoln is asleep on divan,

breathing regularly. Mr. Rutledge places a finger to

his lips wamingly, tiptoes to door up Left and opens

it. Mrs. Rutledge tiptoes up to door, takes a last sym-
pathetic glance at Lincoln, then turns and exits. Mr.
Rutledge follows her off closing the door after him.

The French window that is lightly ajar opens slowly and

we see Ann, attired exactly as in Act Three. NOTE:
Wherever possible a soft blue spotlight should be thrown

on Ann and kept there during the entire ensuing scene.)

Ann (Walking slozvly and softly, she comes down
stage and stands on a line with divan but direct Center

stage. She turns and faces Lincoln, a look of intense

pity on her face; softly, almost in a whisper.) Abraham

!

It's I—Ann!
Lincoln (Muttering in his sleep.) Oh Ann, I'm so

lonely without you.

Ann (Whisperingly.) But I'm right here beside you,

Abraham. See.

Lincoln (Rising; his eyes half closed; dazedly.) Ann

!

Is it really you?

Ann (Straight out front; softly.) I had to come back
to you, my dear. Your grief is keeping me from com-
pleting my journey.

Lincoln (Tearfully.) Ann! Ann! (He moves a step

toward her.)

Ann (Holding up a hand to motion him away.) You
mustn't come near me or try to touch me or I shall

have to go back from whence I came.
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Lincoln (Pausing and standing still; eagerly.) Any-
thing, Ann, anything, only don't leave me again.
Ann (Straight out front; her face transfigured with

tenderness.) I shall never leave you, Abraham, never
for an instant. As long as you live I shall stand by
your side, guiding you onward and upward, through
scorn, derision, loneliness and melancholy—always I

shall stand with my right hand over you, lighting the

way.
Lincoln (Whispering.) You mean it, Ann?
Ann (Simply.) Yes, Abraham. My spirit shall live

with you always and help you to gain that place which
is rightfully yours—the highest place that America can

offer one of her loyal sons.

Lincoln (Bewilderedly.) Ann, what are you saying?

Ann (Simply.) I was sent here by a Divine Force
to give you a message. Oh, you mustn't despair and
neglect your life work. Your dear mother lighted the

spark of ambition in your heart. From your poverty

and despair you have been chosen to lead America on-

ward, out of this slough of despair into a Utopia where

slavery will be banished forever, where each and every

American slave shall be set free!

Lincoln (Incredulously.) Ann! Are you certain?

Ann (Her face transfigured with hope and confi-

dence.) Always remember that from animal life up,

the strong prey on the weak and because of that you

must be strong enough for destiny!

Lincoln (Whispering the words after her; in awed
tones.) Strong enough for destiny!

Ann (Clairvoyantly.) By your courage, your justice,

your even temper, your sublime humanity, you shall

stand, a heroic figure, in the very center of America's

most heroic epoch.

Lincoln (Astonishedly.) You can't mean that, Ann?

Ann (Confidently.) I can and do! The way shall be

difficult, your feet will halt, your voice will falter, but

I shall come to you in spirit to give you fresh courage.
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Lincoln (Falling on his knees; reverently.) Ann!
Ann! Why did you have to die and leave me?
Ann (With sublime faith.) Real love never dies,

Abraham. It remains fresh and tender throughout etern-

ity. You are going to make history, dear. Every Ameri-
can boy and girl has the same opportunity you have.
It is America's heritage to her youth.

Lincoln (Incredulously.) I make history? But how?
Ann (Smiling tenderly.) I see you standing on a

great battle-field where thousands of soldiers lie on top

of the faces of roses. You are delivering an address that

will be handed down from one generation to another

—

immortal.

Lincoln (In puzzled tones.) A battle-field?

Ann (Simply.) Yes. I can feel all of the doubt and
torment that are going to walk with you through weeks
of sleepless nights. Oh, be strong, Abraham, be firm.

Lincoln (Rising and facing straight out front.)

Strong! Firm! (His face registers great resolution.)

Ann (Facing him.) You will be surrounded by in-

effectual people who. will try to tell you that because a

thing has never been done before it can never be done.

Don't listen!

Lincoln (Afire with strong resolve.) I won't!

Ann (Stirringly.) You are part and parcel of this

great nation. Here your forefathers fought and strug-

gled, endured cold, hunger and misery, sacrificed their

lives for one thing.

Lincoln (In puzzled tones.) For what, Ann?
Ann (Luminously.) To produce an Abraham Lincoln!

Only once in a lifetime could it occur. Only a country

as great as ours is could yield such a man. You are

destined to occupy the seat of the greatest of all Ameri-
cans—the President of America!
Lincoln (Humbly.) If this be so—if such a thing

could actually come to pass. . . . (His voice falters and
breaks.)

Ann (Firmly.) Believe me, it is so. Let my words
be your guiding star. Promise me that you'll stop griev-
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ing for me and attend to your lifework. For in the
practice of your ideals lies the hope of America!
Lincoln (Raising his head; proudly.) I promise,

Ann.
Ann (Softly.) I knew you would! With malice to-

ward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right

as God gives you to see the right, so shall you carry
the torch of freedom to the highest places, so shall you
live and die!

Lincoln (Determinedly.) I shall do my best, Ann!
Ann (Smiling at him tenderly.) And when you are

sorely tempted, when the way is dark and dreary, al-

ways remember my parting words, Abraham. Never
forget this, that Right is Might!
Lincoln (He stands at attention, like a great soldier

and salutes her reverently.) Right is Might! (The lights

dim down, he holds the salute as the curtain falls slowly.)

CURTAIN

A SUBSTITUTE ENDING

Ann (Walking slowly and softly, she comes down
stage and stands on a line with the divan but directly

stage Center. She turns and faces Lincoln, a look of

intense pity on her face; softly, almost in a whisper.)

Abraham! It's I . . . Ann.

Lincoln (Muttering in his sleep.) Oh, Ann !
I'm so

lonely without you, Ann.

Ann (Whispering softly.) But I'm right beside you,

Abraham. See!

Lincoln (Dazedly; he rises on the divan.) Ann! Is

it really you?

Ann (With tenderness and pity.) I had to come back

... to you, my dear. Your grief is keeping me from

completing my journey.

Lincoln (Tearfully, with a cry, he rises and moves
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toward her.) Ann! Ann! (She holds up her hand to

motion him away.)

Ann. You mustn't come near or try to touch me, dear.

If you do, I shall have to go back from whence I came.

Lincoln (Simply, his arms at his side, in pity.) Don't
leave me, Ann!
Ann. I shall never leave you, Abraham . . . never for

one instant. As long as you live I shall stand by you
side . . . guiding you . . . onward and upward . . .

through scorn and derision . . . through loneliness and
melancholy. Always

!

Lincoln (Reverently, he drops to one knee.) Ann

!

Ann (Softly, but with intense feeling.) You shall go
on! With malice toward none . . . with charity for all

. . . with firmness in the right as God gives you to see

the right ... so shall you carry the torch of freedom to

the highest places ... so shall you live and die. (The
light begins to slowly fade. She calls softly and with in-

finite pity.) Oh, Abraham!
Lincoln (He rises, his arms held rigid at his side,

head up, determination in his eyes.) I shall do my best

!

(The light jades. His cry comes through the darkness.)
Ann!

THE CURTAIN FALLS SLOWLY



LIST OF PROPERTIES

PROLOGUE
Rough hewn wooden bench against Left wall.

Hand made wooden table with three rough chairs sur-

rounding it.

Unlighted corn cob pipe. (Auntie Sparrow)
Small bundle wrapped in an old cloth. (Auntie Spar-
row)

A tin dipper with a small amount of water in it. (Sarah)
A piece of charcoal and a wooden shovel. (Abraham)

ACT ONE
High screen, covered with oilcloth, just below rear wall

Center.

Small stand table with a kerosene lamp on it in extreme
upper Right corner.

Bed of coals against the Left wall between the two
doors.

Small settee with a few cushions on it below door Right.

Round table, a kerosene lamp on it, and three straight-

backed chairs surrounding it, well down stage and
Right of Center.

Old-fashioned divan with a few cushions on it Left of

Center.

Several faded rag rugs on the floor.

Newspaper. (Mr. Rutledge)
Small knitted purse with a draw string at the top.

(Abraham)

ACT TWO
Yarn for knitting and knitting needles. (Mrs. Rutledge)

Large white envelope in inside coat pocket. (Abraham)
Newspaper. (Mr. Rutledge)
The same newspaper used in previous scene. (Mr.

Rutledge)
Coonskin cap with three or four letters inside of it

(Abraham)



Three of four folded sheets of white paper and a pencil

in inside coat pocket. (Abraham)

ACT THREE

Handkerchief edged in black to denote mourning. (Mrs.
Able)

Tall silk hat. (Abraham)

Handkerchief. (Abraham)

Folded piece of paper to represent a herald or dodger.

(Armstrong)

Long black handled whip. (Malcolm)

Soiled bandana handkerchief to cover her head. (Mattie)

EPILOGUE

Tall, silk hat. (Mr. Rutledge)
Black bordered handkerchief. (Mrs. Rutledge)
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COSTUME NOTES

During the period in which the action of this play

occurs women wore tight-fitting basque waists. The

sleeves were known as "leg of mutton" and were puffed

at the top and tight from the elbow down. Usually

sleeves were pointed at the wrist. The skirts were wide

and volumunous and came to the floor and were edged

at the bottom or had ruchings or ruffles about two inches

from the bottom. Polk bonnets were tied under the chin

with gay streamers. Silk mittens were considered very

stylish. Lace bertha or fissues were worn around the

neck and fastened at the front with large cameo pins or

with brooches. A lady seldom left her house in the

daytime without a parasol.

The men wore trousers that were bound on the side

with braid and said trousers fastened under their shoes.

Frock coats or Prince Alberts were in style as were

high silk hats and walking sticks. Flowered waistcoats,

high wing collars, ascot ties and highly polished patent

leather shoes were much in evidence.



PUBLICITY THROUGH
YOUR LOCAL PAPERS

The press is always the most satisfactory medium in giv-

ing the proper publicity to your productions. To assist you

we have included on the following pages suggested press

notes, or "readers", which may be used exactly as suggested

or changed about to suit your own ideas when submitted

to, your local newspapers.



PRESS COPY—"YOUNG LINCOLN"

Yes, it's really true. The (Name of group presenting

play) have finally announced that their next produc-
tion is to be a play written around the early life of
America's one and only Abraham Lincoln and that the

play is to be given at the (Name of theatre or audi-
torium) on (Date of performance). Now there have
been several plays that have had "Honest Abe" for their

central character. But none of them have ever dealt

with the interesting period of Lincoln's life before he
entered politics and became a national figure. The
famous English dramatist, John Drinkwater, achieved

fame and renown through his fine play entitled "Abra-
ham Lincoln." It seemed strange, indeed, that an Eng-
lishman should write a play about a character who was
so essentially American as Abraham Lincoln. Yet write

it he did and it was the most successful of the Lincoln
plays. Ralph Kettering wrote a play called "The Great
Commoner" that dealt with Lincoln's political life. But
it remained for Wilber Braun, the American playwright,

to see the great possibilities in Lincoln's early life and
to dramatize it in his most thrilling manner. Mr. Braun
has risen to a position of prominence in the world of the

theatre. As an actor in the professional theatre for over

twenty years he won great success appearing in support

of several Broadway stars. His playwriting career has

been equally successful since he has written over one
hundred plays including some of the biggest successes

the theatre has known. In a recent interview he con-

fided to a reporter that "Young Lincoln" is his favorite

play and the one he is proudest of. Those of you who are

fortunate enough to see it will readily understand why.

The play is filled with homey, human sentiment and is

also replete with laughter and that is an unbeatable

combination in the theatre. In this play Lincoln's ro-

mance with Ann Rutledge is stressed and we also see

how he planted the love of truth and justice among his

fellow men. To know Abe was to love him. What an



inspiring force he was not only to his own countrymen
but to all generations that followed him. And just as

there was only one Abraham Lincoln so there is only
one human and thrilling play concerning him and that

one is "Young Lincoln." It is to be presented here by
special arrangement with The Northwestern Press and
will long be remembered as the high light of the the-

atrical season.

PRESS COPY—"YOUNG LINCOLN"

AMERICA'S FAVORITE HERO
In announcing for presentation here the play known

as "Young Lincoln" The (Name of group presenting
play) are erecting their own monument to the memory
of America's most notable figure, Abraham Lincoln. The
play is to be given here on (Date of performance) at

(Name of theatre or auditorium). In a recent inter-

view Mr. Lawrence M. Brings, President of The North-
western Press who publish and sponsor "Young Lincoln,"

told an interviewer that he was very proud to be able to

give the public a play written around Abraham Lincoln's

early life. "Here is a play that shows Lincoln's early

life and will incite real interest in the great liberator,"

said Mr. Brings. "During my early years at school

Abraham Lincoln was my idol and he has remained so

ever since. No other figure in America's history demon-
strates so forcibly the opportunities that exist in our

great country. Abraham Lincoln was born of very poor

parents. For years during his early life it was a rare

occasion indeed when he had enough food for himself

and his family. His mother died when he was still a

lad and with rare courage and fortitude he set out to

carve a career for himself. This play of ours shows

Lincoln in his youth, fighting against tremendous odds

to win a place for himself. Seeing this play will cause

the youth of our country to pour over their text books



and histories. It will act as a stimulant and will imbue
them with pride in the history of our grand America. In

foreign countries they are prone to revere legendary fig-

ures. Not so with us Americans. We care only for

flesh and blood heroes; the men who advanced civiliza-

tion and brought America to its place among the leading

nations of the world. At the head of this list stands

Abraham Lincoln, the man who gave himself to his

country and established its highest ideals." When you
see "Young Lincoln" played on (Date of performance)

you will understand why everybody connected with its

presentation is so proud of being a part of it. The entire

production is under the personal supervision of (Di-

rector's name) and a fine cast has been selected. The
various parts will be played in fine style by the following

players: (Names of the various parts with the players

who assume same). "Young Lincoln" deals with the

most romantic period of Abrahama Lincoln's life and

will go down in theatrical history as being one of Ameri-
ca's finest plays.

PRESS COPY—"YOUNG LINCOLN"

IS THERE A STAR AMONG US?

The final cast has been chosen for the coming produc-
tion of "YOUNG LINCOLN" that is to be presented

by The (Name of group) at The (Name of theatre or

auditorium) on (Date of performance). The director

(Name of director) was speaking to some of the mem-
bers of the cast and we are greatly interested in hearing
his (Or her) remarks. "Each and every player who be-

comes part of an amateur performance has a great oppor-

tunity these days—greater than ever before since one
never knows where theatrical stars are going to spring

from. We mustn't forget that it was in an amateur per-

formance of "Journey's End" that the present moving
picture star, Robert Taylor, was discovered by talent



scouts and rushed to the studio for a test. Today the ex-

amateur actor occupies an important place in the moving
picture industry and in the affections of the movie fans

all over the world. The same thing may be said for

Ann Harding who also started her brilliant career in an

amateur organization. Several years ago she was playing

a part with The Hedgerow Players, a semi-professional

group organized by Jasper Deeter. Mr. Deeter knew that

Miss Harding had the stuff that stars are made of and

he started her on the road to success by casting her in

leading parts. It was with this organization that Ann
Harding was seen and placed in a professional company.

And even though she is one of the most important stars

in both the movies and the legitimate theatre she still

goes back to The Hedgerow Players every time she has

the opportunity and plays parts for them, serving as an

inspiring force for the young girls who form the Hedge-

row of Players of today. So it is possible for the ama-

teur actor or actress to start their careers right here

among us. Will there be a future star in the cast of

"YOUNG LINCOLN?" It's altogether possible. Only

time alone can answer that question.



PRESS COPY—"YOUNG LINCOLN"

THE THEATRE OF TODAY

Incredible as it may seem, there are hundreds of

people today in our community who have never seen flesh

and blood actors on a stage. Years ago when theatrical

companies toured the highways and byways it was a

common occurrence to have one and sometimes two plays

a week at the local opera house. With the advent of the

talking picture all that was changed. So it is with a feel-

ing of anticipation and in some cases, great curiosity,

that we are looking forward to the production of a

stage play entitled "Young Lincoln" to be given here

on (Date of performance) by The (Name of group

sponsoring play) at The (Name of theatre or auditor-

ium). Nowadays, the entire hope of the legitimate theatre

lies in the Little Theatres and in the various amateur

groups that are liberally scattered throughout America.

And what is more fitting and proper that these groups

should do plays that are written around the men and

women who made American history the vivid and color-

ful pageant that it has become. Reading about Abraham
Lincoln in a schoolroom is interesting enough. But fancy

the thrill that will come from seeing Abraham Lincoln

before your very eyes? The great leader's humility, his

love for his fellow man, his modesty, his undaunted

courage, his bravery, his splendid sense of humor—all

these things are brought home with great force and con-

viction, proving that the theatre is far more potent in

its magic than any text book could ever be. The hope of

the American theatres today is in the hands of the ama-

teur groups. It is through these groups that interest in

the theatre is aroused and maintained. Several of the



greatest minds of our day admit freely that any center

that lacks a theatre is totally devoid of culture. It has been

proved time and again that the theatre plays an important

part in maintaining the high standing that one hopes to

find in American life. The standards of the amateur

groups has been raised to a high level within the past

ten years. Young boys and girls rush to participate in

these performances and work dilligently to give fine per-

formances. No longer do they give slip-shod productions

as will be proved when the curtain rises on "YOUNG
LINCOLN" at the (Name of theatre or auditorium) on

(Date of performance). The play is being presented by

special arrangement with The Northwestern Press and

will win new laurels for The (Name of group presenting

play).





A SPRIGHTLY FARCE COMEDY!

"THE GOLF CHAMP"
A Play in Three Acts by Austin Goetz. One simple interioi

setting. Six women, four men. Never was a farce written

that contained so many side-splitting situations and at the

same time held a clearly defined star part for a clever girl.

Royalty, ten dollars a performance. Price, 50c a copy.

Do you believe that a quiet little girl who sits around in a
quaint little frock, knitting, could set the social pace if stirred

into action ! Jane Wyatt did it and not of her own volition either.

From an unpretentious little girl she became the toast of the
town and when she found herself engulfed in tremendous dif-

ficulties she proved that the most exciting story may be hiding
under the plainest of covers.

Bertha Wyatt, a charming widow, is blessed with two daughters—Sybil who is prominent in the social whirl and Jane who is

completely submerged in an old-fashioned frock and a ball of

yarn. Believing that her daughter is wasting her life, Bertha
announces the engagement of Jane to Billy Elwood, the Golf
Champion, whose testimonial she read in a periodical advertising

a shaving cream. Jane is horrified but realizing that she will

be desieged by visitors she decides to make herself presentable to

save her mother from embarrassment.
A radiant Jane emerges from the drab cocoon and the boys

begin to appreciate her beauty. Of course, the mother has
reasoned that as soon as Jane's popularity is established that the

fictitious betrothal can be annulled. But it doesn't work out that

way 1 Just as the lid is about to be blown off the seething kettle,

in pops Billy Elwood. When he comes to the Wyatt home for

an explanation, the enchanting Jane captures his heart.

Never was a girl placed in a more difficult situation and never

did a girl so cleverly untangle the mass of complications. You
will love the way Jane really shields her mother by handling all

the delicate situations brought about by Bertha's impulsive an-

nouncement. Your players and audience will thoroughly enjoy

this play!

Send for a Copy At Once!

THE NORTHWESTERN PRESS

2200 Park Avenue

Minneapolis Minnesota



ONE OF OUR BEST SELLERS

"BE YOURSELF"
A Farcical Adventure in Three Acts by Wilbur Braun,

author of "It's a Gift," "Where's My Money?" "All at Sea,"

and numerous other stage successes. Just released for ama-
teur use! One simple interior setting. Seven women, four

men. Modern costumes. Royalty, ten dollars a performance.

Price, 50c a copy.

Every amateur group in America is alike in one respect . . .

all of them are searching diligently for plays that contain novelty.
For plays of this type, "Be Yourself" heads the list. Never be-
fore has an author written a farce with such a novel setting. The
entire first act of the play occurs in an empty apartment in a smart
New York apartment building. There isn't a stick of furniture of
any kind on the stage. Therefore, when the furniture is placed
in the second act it gives the impression that the play is in two
settings.

Leslie Ferris and Beverly Lane are two girls who are employed
by Madame Francis, an interior decorator. Madame insists that
the two girls live in an apartment soon to be occupied by the
Prince and Princess Luverne before they move in. She claims
that only by living in the apartment can the girls absorb the
proper atmosphere necessary for decorating it in an artistic man-
ner. So, Beverly and Leslie move in, assuming that the apartment
is vacant.

Soon after they arrive, Leslie announces that Beverly must
stay there alone because she is eloping with Arnold Ford, un-
known to Madame Francis. In spite of Beverly's protests, Leslie

leaves and then Beverly is mistaken for the Princess Luverne by
Leslie Prince, a young newspaper man. Beverly mistakes young
Prince for the Prince Luverne, Mrs. Patricia Ballard, who has
just moved out of the apartment, upon hearing that a royal pair

are occupying the apartment, and who has a passion for doing
the social thing, decides to move back into the building with her
daughter, Beulah, for the three more days that her lease has to

It is impossible to relate in this short space the many uproarious
plot developments of this great farce. There is a marked ele-

ment of suspense running throughout the entire play and it is

never cleared up until the very final curtain. Here is a bright

and sparkling comedy that while speady and racy is never vulgar.

It will be a spectacular success wherever it is produced.

Don't Pass By This "Sure-fire
9
' Hit!



A RECOMMENDED JUNIOR CLASS PLAY!

"GEORGE GETS GOING"
A Farce Comedy with Mystery and Detective Trimmings in

Three Acts by Charles George. Five men, seven women. One
simple interior setting. This laugh-getting comedy has all

the combined elements that go to make a successful play:

Farce, comedy, romance, mystery, suspense, a few thrills,

plenty of youth, good characterizations, and a wholesome,
interesting story. Royalty, $15 for the first performance, $10
for each additional one. Price, 50c a copy.

• • •• *

George Gordon, one year out of college, has decided to be-
come a detective as a means of livelihood. His roommate and
pal at college, Rodney Heme, takes him to a social affair given
by Jane Danforth, an extremely wealthy orphan, who is known
far and wide for her aversion to matrimony, fearing that men
are courting her for her money alone. One of her suitors is

Grover Going, whose sole idea is to annex her fortune.
During the party at Jane's, a string of pearls, a diamond brace-

let and two of the men's watches are stolen. The guests are all

old friends of Jane's and the servants have been in her employ for

years, so it seems quite useless to suspect any of them of the rob-
bery. No one has been seen to enter and leave the house with
the exception of the aforesaid guests and servants. George offers

to solve the mystery as his first case. He persuades Jane to in-

vite his Aunt Georgia to spend a week with her to keep her
company. Aunt Georgia, being in Europe at the time, has given
George the key to her apartment and so with the aid of his pal,

Rodney, he confiscates her clothes and disguises as Aunt Georgia
and is brought to Jane's house by Rodney.

The fun that follows is fast and furious with George disguised

as the eccentric and slightly deaf old lady. Through many clever

tricks, George solves the mystery of the robbery and also finds out
the sender of many anonymous letters of extortion to Jane. The
fun is tripled when the real Aunt Georgia suddenly returns from
Europe and is brought to the house by June's Aunt Sophie. Just

who the thief is and how George solves the mystery is one of

the cleverest plots of this or any other season. It's another
"Charley's Aunt" for fun. All the parts are good and easy to cast

and play and your group will enjoy rehearsing and playing this

delightful play. It's a sure winner. Have you guessed that at the

finish of the play, George overcomes Jane's prejudice against mar-
riage and that they fall in love with each other? If so, you've
guessed correctly.

Don't Pass By This "Sure-Fire" HU



A CHARMING COMEDY OF YOUTH!

"SPRING FEVER"
A Comedy of Youth in Three Acts by Ray Hodges. One

easy interior setting. Four men, six women. Here is a play

that breathes of youth, romance and everyday life, writ-

ten by the author of the successful play, "Sweet Sixteen."

Just released for amateur use, we recommend it as particu-

larly suitable for high school groups. Royalty, ten dollars

* performance. Price, 50c a copy.

Jacky Howard i* the typical young man of seventeen; he
larries the weight of the world upon his shoulders. Since his

lather's death, his younger sister, Peggy, and his mother have
jeen living with Aunt Eulalie. It is a struggle to exist because
the money the father left them is being saved for the children's

education. Jacky feels dependent on his spinster Aunt and
would like to be able to support them all. At present, he is in-

volved in his first romance. The object of his adoration is

Spring Byington, the belle of the town. Jacky and his rivals find

it rather difficult to keep up with Spring and her many whims
and fancies. Every week or so she seems to have a new ideal.

First it is Adolph Menjou, then Bing Crosby and finally the

President himself. Naturally, trying to live up to these many
personalities keeps the boys on the jump. Especially Jacky, who
has just invented a product that is bound to eventually make a
millionaire

!

Peggy intends to finance her brother's invention by selling hair
tonic—a product of her own make. A neighbor buys it and her
hair starts falling out. To further add to the troubles, Aunt
Euly's stocks go down to almost nothing and just when she has
fallen in love with Jacky's athletic coach. Things seem pretty
hopeless when the tide turns and certain events happen that seem
to guarantee the family's future independence and happiness.

Order a Copy of This Guaranteed Favorite!

Publishers

The Northwestern Press



A MYSTERY PLAY WITH THRILLS

"THE TOWER ROOM
MYSTERY"

A Farcial Mystery in Three Acts by Robert St. Clair. One
very easy interior setting. Six men, six women. One of the
author's biggest professional hits, just released for amateur
use. Ideal play for high schools and colleges. Royalty, $25
for the first performance, $15 for each subsequent one.

Price, 75c a copy.
* • * *

A young American playwright, Jack Chalice, and his sister

have fallen heirs to an old French chateau . . . the Chateau
Beset-sur-Aisne, some forty kilometers from Paris. They spend
their last cent for passage over, planning to sell the antiques and
refurnish the place. However, upon their arrival they discover
the old pile to be absolutely devoid of anything of value, with
the exception of some furniture in a mysterious tower room,
about which there clings the legends of vampires!

According to the terms of the will, they must restore the place
and live in it or it will become the property of the servants.

Their plight is sad indeed until a prosperous playwright friend,

who is engaged to the sister, offers Jack a contract to write a
mystery play around the chateau and its mysterious stories.

Jack accepts the offer and things begin to happen!

The legends seem to have a foundation of fact when they
learn that the tower room is the resting place of the Master,
Lord of the Vampire clan!

While the comedy element predominates the play, there is a
sinister undercurrent of suspicion and doubt. Many mysterious,
weird and ghastly happenings occur before the threads of the
plot are untangled and the unexpected, surprising conclusion
is reached.

Order a Copy today to read with a view toward production.

PUBLISHED BY

The Northwestern Press
ZZWi P&pKAveiwie,

ttirmeapolis, AVnvnesota



"PURPOSE PLAYS
FOR

HIGH SCHOOL
ASSEMBLIES"

Volumes One, Two, Three, Four, Five

A Collection of Twelve Purpose Plays in each Volume,
to be staged at High School Assemblies, by Dora Mary Mc-
donald. These plays will meet the needs of teachers who
must promote various school activivties at assemblies of pu-

pils. Time varies from twenty to thirty-five minutes. No
high school teacher who supervises extra-curricular activi-

ties can afford to be without these books. Each volume, $1.00

a copy.

Volume One Contains:

"She Gets Her Man" A Health Play
"The Award" A Courtesy Play
"Applicants" A "Better Speech" Play
"The Contest" A Play to Advertise the School Paper
"Pledges" A "Good Manners" Play
"The Game" •• For a Pep Meeting
"Let's Go to the Game" For a Pep Meeting
"The Lunatic" To Advertise the Presentation of a Play
"The Newspaper Office" To Advertise the School Paper
"Thirty Years from Now" To Sell the School Annual
"The Play's the Thing" To Advertise the Presentation of a Play

Volume Two Contains:

"The Soothsayer" A Play to Teach Thrift
"The Study Hour" A "How to Study" Play
"The Treasure Chest" A Play for a School Party
"The Club Meets" A Play to Teach Safety
"Fire! Fire!" •• A Fire Prevention Piny
"Futureology" A Play for the Class Day Program
"In the Library" To Encourage the Use of the Library
"Progress" A Play for Education Week
"The Christmas Tree" Introducing the Christmas Program
"What'll You Take?" To Show the Value of School Subjects
"The Book House" A Play for Book Week
"The Style Show" A Home Economics Play



Voume Three Contains:

"Class Night •
. For the Class Day Program

"In the Principal's Office" For a P. T. A. Meeting
"Fads and Frills" A Play for Education Week
"The Look-Ahead-O-Graph" To Advertise a Football Game
"A Book Review" To Advertise the School Annual
"The Rehearsal" To Advertise a School Play
"A Girl for Gilbert" For a Girls' Club or Assembly
"On Trial" For Students of Foreign Languages
"The Reunion" For Art Students
"Afternoon Tea" For the Home Economics Classes
"The Travel Bureau" For the Geography Students
"When Presidents Meet" For Students of History

Volume Four Contains:

"Will You Buy?"
To Advertise the Sale of Season Tickets for School Activities

"A Background for Living" For Education Week
"Let's Dance" To Advertise the School Dance
"Qualification : Good Manners" To Teach Etiquette
"What Are Your Plans ?" For Vocational Guidance
"The Meeting is Called to Order" For Parliamentary Practice
"America Has Poets" For Classes in American Literature
"The Foreigner" For Better English
"In the Hall of Music" For Classes in Music
"The Perfect Secretary" For Students in the Commercial Course
"The Voter Rules" For the Civics Classes
"See America First" For the Geography Class or Travel Club

Volume Five Contains:

"Mars Loses His Throne" A Plea for World Peace
"Woman—A Citizen"

To Show the Responsibility of Women in Civic Affairs

"What is Character?" For the Study of Character Building
"The Constitution" For a Class in History or Civics
"Defendant: The Public Schools" For Education Week
"The Clinic" For Health Week
"The Debate" To Advertise an Athletic Contest
"The Spirit of Old Annuals" To Advertise the School Annual
"Play is Work" For a Class in Dramatics or Play Production
"I Apply" For a Study of Letters of Application
"The Conference" For the Mathematics Club
"The Novel Book Shop" For Book Week

PUBLISHED BY

The Northwestern Press
ZZfefl PapKAveiwie,

Minneapolis, Minnesota



CARNIVAL CAPERS
FOR SCHOOLS

By Dora Mary Macdonald

SUGGESTIONS FOR STAGING THE
SCHOOL CARNIVAL

This is just the book you have been waiting for to

enable you to successfully stage a school carnival, circus

or stunt show. The author has arranged a carnival pro-

gram so you will know just how to proceed. The
"ballyhoos" given with each act make this book exceedingly

practical and usable.

The author has staged every one of these stunts so you
may depend upon them to "go over with a bang." Each
act is something new, novel and entertaining. You won't

need any other suggestion if you have this book to con-

sult.

THE CONTENTS ARE:
SCHEDULED ATTRACTIONS

Exhibition of Wax Figures The Dancers
The Gay Nineties The Minstrel Show
The Animal Show The Prize Fight
The Athletes Southern Melodies
The Strong: Man The Jazz Orchestra
The Magic Pill The Magician

CONTINUOUS ATTRACTIONS
Moving: Pictures The Date
The Hall of Terror The Ad Contest
The Freak Show The Picture GaUery

ATTRACTIONS IN WHICH PATRONS TAKE PART
The Miniature Golf Conrse The Fortune Teller
The Shooting Gallery The Dance
The Fish Pond Booths
The 8«»alew

PURCHASE A COPY TODAY
$1.00 a copy, postpaid

PUBLISHED BY

The Northwestern Press
ZZISJP&pK Averwie,

/Aiimeapolis, Minnesota
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